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NEW
EYE BALM

TRUST YOUR INTUITION

Revitalizing Supreme
The fi rst creme with IntuiGen Technology™ 

Your intuition. It’s always right. Just like this breakthrough 
multi-action creme that knows precisely what your skin needs. 
Helps trigger multiple anti-aging effects. Instantly, skin feels 
smoother, looks clearer, more radiant—revitalized. In just 
4 weeks, 92% of women showed significantly firmer skin. 
Whatever your age, we think you’ll love it.

NEW MASK













EYE TINT 
Fluid eye color. 12 Shades.

Premiering

Visit us to receive your complimentary beauty consultation. 
Available at select Giorgio Armani boutiques, Barneys New York, Bloomingdale’s, Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom and Saks Fifth Avenue. 

Armanibeauty.com
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Smart.
It’s how one serum can visibly address uneven 
skin tone, lines and wrinkles, or fi rming.
Now comes repair for the damage you see, 
and damage you don’t. Here’s how: Damage sends 
signals that prompt Clinique Smart into action.

Patented technology. Custom repair as needed,
where needed. Even as those needs change.
All ages. All ethnicities.

Meet a serum smart enough to understand your 
skin’s past and change its future.

Clinique Smart 
Custom-Repair Serum

See the results at clinique.com
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FEATURES

198 By Any 
Other Name
Though her year has been 
anything but muted, actress 
Grace Gummer looks 
right at home in these 
breezy SoCal neutrals.

JENNIFER 
ANISTON
The actress opens up about Cake,
her relationship with Justin Theroux, 
and all those pesky rumors. 
BY AMY SYNNOTT179JENNIFER ANISTON photographed on 

the cover and at right by Michelangelo 
Di Battista. This page: Donna Karan New 

York dress. Salvatore Ferragamo belt. 
Beladora bracelet. Gucci horse-bit 
bracelet. Manolo Blahnik sandals.
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190 ADVANCED/ 
PRIMARY
A wardrobe of bright hues is a departure from 
the werewolf attire actress Phoebe Tonkin 
sports on the CW’s The Originals. But it makes 
you wish all wolfwomen wore more color.

THE LOOK
73 BEST DRESS

Lily Collins
74 THE LOOK Darkly romantic 

dresses, pops of cartoon 
prints, and chic sailor style

80 HER 10 BEST EVER!
Michelle Dockery

82 ASK A DESIGNER
Diane von Furstenberg

84 MAN OF STYLE
Douglas Booth

91 LOOK SMART With bare 
bellies cropping up all 
over the red carpet (and 
beyond), Eric Wilson dives 
into the great midriff debate

YOUR LOOK
95 FIND YOUR PERFECT

Bomber jacket 
99 INSTANT STYLE What to 

wear now and later
109 YOU CAN DO Black-and-

white grid patterns
112 FINE JEWELRY Fringe 

necklaces
114 COLOR POP! Eyeglasses
116 GREAT STYLE HAS 

NO SIZE Business travel
120 LINGERIE TRENDS

Vintage-style teddies 
123 DEALS & STEALS 
129 THE BOOTY CHALLENGE 

Our five-step plan to 
get buns, hun 

WHAT’S NOW!
Iggy’s Fancy Feat The Aussie 
rapper teams up with Steve 
Madden for a collection of kicks 
Try a Hint of Hardcore Fifty 

Shades of Grey–inspired style What Makes 
Miley’s Heart Beat? Her pig, a bright pout, 
and leotards (among other things) Parties
With Jennifer Connelly, Nicolas Ghesquière, 
Miranda Kerr, Nicole Kidman, Karl Lagerfeld, 
Christian Louboutin, Ashley Olsen

57
CONTENTS

3.1 Phillip Lim 
jacket. Chloé 

maxidress and 
clutch. Earrings, 

her own.

Photographed 
by Maurizio 

Bavutti. 

“I adore 
my pig in a 
different 

way.”
—MILEY CYRUS,

 P. 62



This refreshing gel This refreshing gel 
treatment instantly lights treatment instantly lights 

up the eyes. The legendary 
healing energies of healing energies of 

Miracle Broth™ help  ght  help  ght 
the early signs of aging. the early signs of aging. 

Eyes look youthful, Eyes look youthful, 
energized and awakened. energized and awakened. 

Newly bright. Newly bright. 

LaMer.com

AWAKEN EYES 
The NEWNEW Illuminating Eye Gel

BLOOMINGDALE’S  BLOOMINGDALE’S  -  NORDSTROM NORDSTROM
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170 COLOR POP! 
Fifteen easy-to-use lip pencils in an array 
of shades to flatter every skin tone. 
These chubby new tools stay between 
the lines but are anything but ordinary. 
Sticks and glosses, you’re on notice. 

BEAUTY
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143 ANATOMY OF AN IT CUT 

From the length to the layers, 
a breakdown of everything 
you need to know before 
you hit up your hairstylist
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sometimes wacky) moments 
from the past 15 years 
of Grammy red carpets
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Scarlett Johansson
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Rita Ora
172 Q&A Pair and repair 

your makeup and hair
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LIFE ETC.
205 FAKE IT, DON’T 

MAKE IT Need to pull 
off a dinner party on the 
fly? Click to it with these 
delicious premade dishes, 
all available for order 
online. Even your toughest 
critic will think you slaved 
away for hours 

212 Q&A Space to heat, 
plates to toss
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INTRODUCING MAKEUP MELTERS, PORE PURIFIERS, TURBO TOOLS,  

AND SMOOTHING SCRUBS THAT RAISE THE BAR ON SOAP.

CLEANSE
RETHINK YOUR

ALGENIST Genius Ultimate Anti-Aging Melting Cleanser  Wash with a gel that turns into an oil—then a milk—to melt away makeup.

PERRICONE MD Blue Plasma Cleansing Treatment  Purify your way to a glowing complexion with a hydrating liquid—no rinsing necessary.  

GLAMGLOW SUPERCLEANSE Daily Clearing Cleanser  Clear oil and pore-clogging debris with a transforming mud-to-foam cleanser. 

CLARISONIC Smart Profile  Cleanse 11x more effectively than with just your hands for radiant, smoother skin. Body brush included.

V I S I T  A N Y S E P H O R A S TO R E  A N D U S E  O U R S K I N C A R E  I Q  T E C H N O LO G Y  TO F I N D  YO U R G R E AT  C L E A N S E .
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CONTENTS DIGITAL

Hey, InStyle readers: Post, pin, tag, and tweet us. We can’t help but like your feedback online
Our Social Network

SNAP TO SUBSCRIBE 
TO INSTYLE FOR 
LESS THAN $20
Scan this code on your phone to 
subscribe to InStyle. Along with the 
print edition, you’ll get every issue 
digitally—on your iPhone, iPad, 
Kindle Fire, Nook, or Android device. 

OLIVIA’S ANTI-AGING 
POTATO

Ingredients
1 medium-size Japanese sweet 
potato
Extra-virgin olive oil
Cinnamon
Directions
Preheat oven to 400°F. Slice 
sweet potato into 1˝ thick rounds 
and place on baking sheet. 
Drizzle with olive oil on both 
sides; sprinkle the top with 
cinnamon. Bake for 15–20 
minutes, or until the bottom 
of each slice is golden brown. 

You Asked,
Olivia Munn 
Answered

In true Sloan Sabbith 
fashion, the News-

room star joined Team InStyle
for a jam-packed day to write 
exclusive posts and answer 
reader questions. She even 
spilled a few of her best beauty 
secrets. The DIY trick you 
pinned, tweeted, and liked the 
most? Munn’s recipe for this 
easy-to-whip-up snack:

I N S T Y L E . C O M

GET TO KNOW 
EXCLUSIVE 
INSTYLE VIDEOS!

Our channel is a 
hot spot for behind-

the-scenes peeks and revealing 
celebrity interviews (subscribe 
at youtube.com/instyle), so we 
recently quizzed InStyle.com 
readers on how well you know our
YouTube destination. Here, a few 
of the stumpers that scored high.

Q What does Mindy Kaling 
always have in her carry-on?
A Cream to stop her feet from 
swelling in-flight and her laptop 
for jotting down ideas.
Q What’s the sexiest thing 
a woman can wear, according 
to Jason Sudeikis? 
A Nothing at all.

Y O U T U B E

LOURDES LEON 
SCORED OUR MOST-
LIKED POST EVER

Who needs birthday 
cake when you’re feeling 

the love from 100,000 of InStyle’s
fans? We sent Madge’s daughter—
and Macy’s Material Girl designer—
best wishes for her big 1-8 on Oct. 14, 
and you followed suit in droves. 
The result rocked our newsfeed: It 
was the No. 1 post to date! 

F A C E B O O K
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100,000+
Likes



NOW,
IT’S TIME
FOR 
PASTELS
 TO REBEL.

 A KICKY BURST  OF 
PINKS, REDS AND MAUVES.
Super-saturated pigments take pastels 
to a new bright. Honey nectar adds a
sumptuous feel. 10 vivacious shades. 

REBEL BLOOM

NEW

M AY B E L L I N E.com

Kemp is wearing New Color Sensational® Rebel Bloom Lipcolor in Power Peony. ©2015 Maybelline LLC.



Take Heart
Let’s talk about love. Not the romantic kind, but the kind you feel for your best 

friends. Quality time with people we care about is the key to happiness, yet 
squeezing it in can seem nearly impossible. We had a thought: What if we could 

throw a last-minute dinner party that involved little to no work? The result, 
“Fake It, Don’t Make It” (p. 205), is beyond chic, requires no actual cooking, and 

allows you to catch up with multiple friends all at once! What’s not to love?

ROGER 
VIVIER

Patent leather bag 
with removable 

shoulder strap, $2,650; 
at Roger Vivier, 
212-861-5371.

Follow us on Twitter @instyle, and follow me @arielfoxman 
Follow us on Instagram @instylemagazine, and follow me @afoxman  
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INSIDE InStyle

Live on location: A sneak peek at the making of this month’s issue
Behind the Scenes

36 InStyle / FEBRUARY 2015

I N S P I R A T I O N

A STRIKING 
RESEMBLANCE

P. 198
For “By Any 

Other Name,” actress Grace 
Gummer slipped into a slew 
of neutrals reminiscent of 
her mother Meryl Streep’s 
wardrobe in the 1979 
dramedy Manhattan. And 
as we found out during our 
shoot in L.A., the 28-year-
old’s ability to look amazing 
in a peasant skirt isn’t the 
only trait she shares with 
her Oscar-winning mom. 
“Grace doesn’t just look ex-
actly like Meryl—she walks 
and talks like her too,” says 
fashion director Melissa 
Rubini, who used stills from 
the film as reference to style 
Gummer in seven looks with 
a retro nonchalance. “The 
similarity was uncanny.”

R E P O R T I N G

PHOEBE’S 
Faves

P. 190
The Originals star Phoebe Tonkin 

may have arrived on set for 
“Advanced/Primary” in head-to-
toe black (a Mango moto jacket, 

Frame Denim, and Givenchy 
boots), but she was game to 

brighten up when she eyed four 
rainbow-colored racks of clothes. 

After requesting Pure Brazilian 
coconut water and hits by indie 

band Alt-J, Tonkin fell for a 
handful of vibrant extras, like 

Lucite-heeled Valentino sandals 
and bold Chanel eye shadow.

Chanel Illusion 
d’Ombre 

Eyeshadow in 
Épatant, $36; 
chanel.com.

O N  L O C A T I O N

The Dog That
GOT AWAY

P. 84
At London’s 

Dalston Pier studio, English 
actor Douglas Booth immedi-
ately hit it off with Franklin, 
the 1-year-old Scottish whip-
pet that studio owner Robert 
Kennedy brought to the set. 
Booth, who told the crew his 
family also has dogs of the 
same breed, even scooped up 
Franklin for a few snaps that, 
alas, didn’t make it into our 
Man of Style feature. “It’s 
not easy to make Franklin sit 
still,” says Kennedy, “but at 
least the two got to spend 
a lot of time playing together 
between shots.” 

Like 
mother, 

love 
daughter

Heels, Valentino 
Garavani $1,345; 
valentino.com.



lorealparisusa.com/triplepower

I N T E N S I V E  O V E R N I G H T  M A S K

/ T R I P L E  P O W E R /

©2015 L’Oréal USA, Inc.

INTENSIVE NIGHT CREAM 
INNOVATIVE LIGHTWEIGHT TEXTURE CREATES 
A VIRTUAL MASK ON THE SKIN TO HELP DELIVER 
REPAIRING INGREDIENTS WHILE YOU SLEEP: 

 PATENTED 3% PRO-XYLANE
 BOTANICAL EXTRACT: CENTELLA ASIATICA

VISIBLE RESULTS
REPAIR WRINKLES, REFIRM AND REPLENISH SKIN. 
REVEAL YOUNGER-LOOKING SKIN IN JUST ONE NIGHT.

THE POWERFUL RESULTS OF A MASK 
IN A NIGHT CREAM
REPAIR, REFIRM, REPLENISH
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

Talk about an overnight success story!
                                                     Andie MacDowell
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INSIDE InStyle

WHO Jennifer Aniston WHERE A 6,000-square-foot 
Venice, Calif., home owned by photographer Phillip Dixon 
WHAT WENT DOWN As tracks by Rihanna blasted (“Stay” 
feat. Mikky Ekko was a fave), our six-time cover girl posed in 
seven looks that evoked her supremely effortless trademark 
style. After we wrapped, she met up with pals Selena Gomez 
and Rose McGowan at Bar Marmont to fête her role in Cake.

You Asked, 
Jennifer Answered
Q Would you ever do a 

Friends reunion?
—NATALIE ROJAS, Bronx, N.Y. 

A I don’t think so. I just don’t think it 
would be good. I remember seeing 

reunion shows for The Brady Bunch and 
Gilligan’s Island and it was weird. Ginger 
didn’t look the same.

COVER CREDITS
dress VALENTINO
earrings NEIL LANE 
JEWELRY
cuff H.STERN
ring HER OWN
photographed 
for InStyle by 
MICHELANGELO 
DI BATTISTA
styled by 
MELISSA RUBINI
hair CHRIS 
MCMILLAN
makeup 
ANGELA LEVIN

Try on hairstyles straight from our cover shoots at instyle.com/coverhair

At the Cover Shoot

IF THE SHOE FITS
“Anytime I can look a little taller, I’m happy,” the 

5-foot-5 actress tells us. These sexy sandals with 5-inch 
heels are now at the tippy-top of her wish list. 

Suede heels, Calvin Klein Collection, $1,095; 
at Calvin Klein, 212-292-9000.

We had 75 
pairs of sleek 

heels for 
Aniston to 

try on. 

FEMME NOIRE
How does an A-lister dodge the 
paparazzi on the way to a shoot? 

With a chic fedora by Rag & Bone, 
of course. Plus, the hat played 

nicely with the black Saint Laurent 
blazer, Re/Dun jeans, and brown 
Givenchy booties she arrived in.

THE BEST BIT
This Gucci horse-bit bangle 
was such a hit, the star kept 
it on most of the day. How 

many times can you spot it?
Sterling silver and gold-

finished bracelet, Gucci, $2,150; 
at select Gucci boutiques.

Wool and 
leather hat, Rag 
& Bone, $195; 

rag-bone.com.

KEEPING IT 
SIMPLE
“Jen knows 
what she likes, 
which makes 
every decision 
on set a 
breeze,” says 
manicurist 
Tom Bachik. 
Salvatore 
Ferragamo dress.

VENICE OASIS
Aniston loved the tranquil feel of 

this Moroccan-inspired spread. 

The open-plan space was built in 

1990 with only natural materials.



Available at Sephora and MAKE UP FOR EVER Boutiques Follow us
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For more words of wisdom from our executive editor, digital, follow her on Twitter @angelamatusik

CHRIS LANIER
FOOD STYLIST
Backstory For our “Fake It, Don’t 
Make It” story (p. 205), the food stylist 
and former chef zhooshed up nine 
microwavable meals with just a few 
simple plating tricks. The result? A totally 

nom-worthy spread. “It was definitely a challenge, but 
everything has the ability to look great,” Lanier says.
Where you’ve seen his work Bon Appétit, Cooking 
Light, Fitness, Playboy, Real Simple
How he got his break “I’ve been cooking in restau-
rants since I was 15 years old. After a stint working in 
Andrew Carmellini’s kitchen at Café Boulud, I got into the 
private-chef world. During my time off, I assisted two food 
stylists. Then it became my full-time job.”
Best foodie tip “Let it look natural. When you’re trying 
to manhandle the food too much, it shows.”
Valentine’s Day plans “Hanging out with my wife and 
listening to lots of jazz. We love the classics: Chet Baker, 
Ella Fitzgerald, and Billie Holliday.”

DAVID ST 
JOHN-JAMES
STYLIST
Backstory Although 
clothing is St John-James’s 
primary passion, it was 
Brit actor Douglas Booth’s 
facial hair that served as 
inspiration for this month’s 
Man of Style (p. 84). “He 
had these epic sideburns 
that he couldn’t shave 
because of a role he’s 
doing,” he says. “We 
decided to go with it, and 
the shoot took on a total 
hippie vibe, with slouchy, 
unstructured pieces.”
How he got his break
“My first job was at Dazed 
& Confused magazine as 
an assistant to Nicola 
Formichetti [now artistic 
director at Diesel]. Then 
I moved on to serve as 
fashion director at Port, a 
men’s lifestyle magazine.” 
Valentine’s Day plans
“It sounds a bit cheesy, 
but I’m having an ABBA 
revival. So I’ll be listening 
to a lot of ‘I Do, I Do, I Do, 
I Do, I Do.’�” 

DENNIS
GOTS
HAIRSTYLIST
Backstory It was more 
than scenic views that made 
L.A. an optimal location for 
this month’s throwback 
fashion feature, “By Any 
Other Name” (p. 198), 
starring Grace Gummer, of 
CBS’s Extant, FX’s American 
Horror Story, and the 
upcoming film Jenny’s 
Wedding. “The dry weather 
is perfect for hair,” says 
Gots. “You can be a lot 
more creative.” To take 
advantage of the temps, he 
sculpted Gummer’s tresses 
into loose, polished waves.
How he got his break
“I went to beauty school in 
New York, and then I 
started working with 
[photographer] Ellen von 
Unwerth on all of her 
editorial shoots. That took 
my career to the next level.”
Guilty pleasure
“Chocolate. I can’t get 
enough of Reese’s Peanut 
Butter Cups. I’m obsessed 
with them.”

S T A F F  S P O T L I G H T

ANGELA MATUSIK 
EXECUTIVE EDITOR, DIGITAL
Background “I’m a total pop-culture 
junkie,” says Matusik, who studied film and 
TV at Syracuse University before first joining 
InStyle as an associate editor in 1994. “I was 
covering red-carpet events long before 
Instagram existed.” After working as a digital 
editor at other leading brands, Matusik 
returned to helm InStyle.com last year. 

Describe your job “I oversee all 
the editorial content for InStyle
.com and our social-media platforms. 
My day kicks off at 6 a.m., when I comb 
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter to 
find out what news is trending. 
Bragging rights “We’ve 
had some awesome celebrity guest 
editors on InStyle.com: Kate Hudson, 
Olivia Munn, and Kerry Washington, 
to name a few. I also spearheaded 
our massive site redesign, which is 
mobile-responsive!” (See right.) 

“The goal is to 
make the dish 
look tasty and 
approachable,” 
says Lanier. Mis-
sion accomplished 
with this assort-
ment of desserts!



THE NEW EAU DE PARFUM

neiman marcus





TACORI.COM/PROMISE
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INSIDE InStyle

“Rising star Ariana Grande was the 
perfect choice for your December cover. 
Her talent is evident in both music and 

television. She’s my new pop idol!”
—MELANIE BARNETT, Oshawa, Ontario

Contact Us! 
TALK TO US VIA EMAIL 
Send a message to letters@instylemag.com. 
(All correspondence may be published 
and edited for clarity or length.) 
GET 24/7 CUSTOMER SERVICE & 
SUBSCRIPTIONS Go to instyle.com/
customerservice, call 800-274-6200, 
or write InStyle at P.O. Box 30606, 
Tampa, FL 33630-0606. 
FIND ADVERTISER & PRODUCT 
INFORMATION Call 212-522-4455.

We Hear You ...

Your Ultimate Travel Companion 
Readers jet-set across the globe with their InStyle!

PARIS
After taking in the 
magnificent view of 
the Eiffel Tower, I 
enjoyed the fashion-
packed September 
issue.  —LOLA 
FEEKS, N.J.

KAUAI, HAWAII
I caught up with my 

favorite fashion read on 
my wedding day! 

I found some awesome 
summer steals.

—PAMELA HURLEY, 
Austin, Texas

LUCERNE
What’s essential to take 

with you while relaxing in 
the Swiss Alps? Nothing 

but my InStyle, of course.
—JODI BISHOP RUNGER, 

Memphis, Tenn.

FAMILY TIES
I wanted to congratulate you on your 
Jennifer Garner cover story [Octo-
ber]. It was truly an inspiring read. 
Garner values the work of all mothers 
at home and 
emphasizes 
the importance 
of teamwork for 
parents. I admire 
the way she and 
her husband, Ben 
Affleck, put family 
first and take turns making big career 
moves.  —JO ENGLISCH, London

(NOT SO) SECRET SANTA
The 2014 Gift Guide [December] 
gave me a list of things to buy�...�for 
myself! I even left notes on some 
items as hints for my boyfriend.  
—KRISTINA TAMER, Pomona, N.Y.

RENAISSANCE 
MAN
I loved Septem-
ber’s Man of 
Style featuring 
Dan Stevens be-
cause it showed 
that he is more 
than just another 
successful actor. 
Stevens proved 
to be not only 
a class act and 
an intellectual 
but also a liter-
ary force. Man 
of Style? He 
seems like he’s 

a man of substance too.  —FABIOLA 
IBARRA, Chula Vista, Calif.

CORRECTION
The Web site for the Sono.ei feather-
shaped beeswax candles in our 
December Gift Guide is sonoei.com. 
We had listed it incorrectly in the 
issue and regret the error.



The Power of 3

perriconemd.com SEPHORA  NORDSTROM                                           

The fi rst treatment to harness Hyaluronic Acid 
in three powerful forms, delivered with Dr. Perricone’s 
legendary Plasma Technology for optimal results. 
Skin is instantly hydrated and wrinkles are softened 
for a supple and glowing appearance.



INSIDE InStyle

Readers show us how our pages have motivated them to try something new

Inspired by InStyle

WHAT I DID The October 
cover featured Jennifer Garner 
in a gorgeous fall outfit. I 
created my own version with 
a colorful scarf, over-the-knee 
flat boots, and a burnt-orange 
sweaterdress. The finishing touch? 
Cool aviator shades.

Jackie Silla
Winnipeg, 
Manitoba

Mong 
Saetern

San Jose, Calif.

Monica 
Awe-Etuk
Atlanta

Carelia Morán
Winston-Salem, N.C.

If one of our stories has inspired you to try a new fashion, beauty, or home idea, we want to know. Send us a pic 
(300 dpi or larger) of your transformation to letters@instylemag.com, or tweet us @instyle with the hashtag #InspiredByInStyle

WHAT I DID
I was hesitant 

to test out 
the sporty 

pants trend, 
but reading 
Clothes We 

Love [Septem-
ber] persuaded 

me to pick some 
up. These are 

comfy and can 
easily go from 

day to night.

WHAT I DID
December’s Find 

Your Perfect 
reminded me of 

how effortless 
turtlenecks can be. 

I paired mine with 
sleek cropped 

pants for 
a crisp winter 

ensemble.

“This 
was my first 

time sporting 
over-the-knee 

boots. Life’s too 
short not 

to try.”

WHAT I DID 
“The New Boys’ 
Club” [November] 
gave me fresh 
ideas for a 
masculine-feminine 
look. Since I 
wanted the over-
coat to be the 
focal point, I wore 
minimal separates. 
Girlie extras, 
like chic pumps, 
helped balance 
my outfit.



Sofi a Vergara & son Manolo

NEW  Head & Shoulders Instant Relief with
TEA TREE ESSENCE & PEPPERMINT OIL 

cools on contact for instant scalp relief.

†Visible flakes; with regular use. *Mail product and original cash register receipt for up to 
$12.99 (including S&H) refund. Refund via prepaid card. Now redeemable as cash. Limit 
1 per name, address, household. Valid 1 year from date of purchase. Call 1-800-843-3543.
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So smart, it tells you when
to change your brush head.



So smart, it now cleanses
11x better than hands alone.

Introducing                    by Clarisonic

So smart, its smart microchip adjusts speed and cleansing time automatically.

So smart, it tells you when to recharge.

So smart, your skin is cleaner, softer and smoother than ever before.

No wonder it’s the #1 used and recommended cleansing device by U.S. dermatologists.* 

Our best sonic cleansing experience.

NEW!

*derm
atologist survey 2014

Available at Clarisonic.com, Sephora, Nordstrom, Macy’s, Ulta, Dillard’s, QVC.com, and select physicians and spas.



INSIDE InStyle

You Asked.
We Found It!

LOVE STAR STYLE? Shop more celebrity must-haves at instyle.com/wherecanifind

SEE SOMETHING 
YOU LIKE YET DON’T 

KNOW WHERE TO FIND IT?
Tweet @InStyle using the 

hashtag #wherecanifind and 
your tweet may be featured 

on instyle.com!

NOW TRENDING 

WAVE BAND RINGS
You’ve seen them shine on the hand of 
more than one celeb and often won-
dered how you could pull them off too. 
The key is to stack these curvy, white 
zircon–encrusted bands and 
get creative. Says designer 
Graziela Kaufman: “Mix 
metals and play with 
colors for an unex-
pected touch.”
Wave Band rings, 
Graziela Gems, 
$130–$170; 
grazielagems
.com.

Jamie Chung’s 
BIKER 
JACKET
We love it when designers 
take liberties with a 
classic, which is why 
we’re crushing on this 
dusty pastel topper by 
Wilfred for Aritzia. “It’s a 
softer version of a moto 
jacket,” says fashion 
director Tiyana Grulovic. 
The lightweight crêpe 
fabric layers perfectly 
over chic winter whites. 
Montesson jacket, Wilfred for 
Aritzia, $225; aritzia.com.

Beyoncé’s 
PRINTED MINI
Want to look #flawless for date 
night? Take a cue from Queen B 
and slip into this sexy Nicole 
Miller V-neck frock. The vibrant 
orange-dot pattern commands 
attention, says the designer. Sport 
the ultra-ladylike silhouette with 
black pointy-toe pumps and a 
clutch, as the Grammy-winning 
diva did, or wear with opaque 
tights, booties, and a leather jacket 
to brave the evening chill. 
Glow Dot dress, Artelier Nicole Miller, 
$375; nicolemiller.com. 

SARAH HYLAND AT 
A PARTY IN L.A.

AT AN 
EVENT IN 
N.Y.C.

BELLA 
THORNE

ZOË
SALDANA

Bey posted 
this pic 
on her 

Web site.

These 
stars are 

also 
fans!
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some days call 
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undercover work 
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3 skin wishes.
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philosophy: when you renew
with hope, wishes come true.

let us grant you three skin wishes
philosophy skin labs introduces our newest breakthrough: an all-day, lightweight 
skin renewing moisturizer featuring clinically proven non-stop renewal technology. 

day after day, 91% of women fell in love with the feel of their skin and would 
recommend renewed hope in a jar to a friend.* here are the skin wishes they 
saw fulfilled:
    1. refined texture with visibly smaller pores and fine lines virtually lifted away
    2. soft, dewy smoothness, comforted by instant and all-day hydration
    3. re-energized healthy color and glow that lasts up to 3x longer*

get the skin you wish for at Nordstrom, Nordstrom.com and philosophy.com

1% 
of all philosophy 
product sales supports 
community-based 
mental health efforts.

join us at philosophy.com and 
facebook.com/philosophy 
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DON’T TAKE OUR 
WORD FOR IT

FREE SAMPLE

5/5 stars*

“ This product is AMAZING!...The 

time is cut in half and my hair looks 

naturally straight vs. the obvious 

straightened-with-a-hot-tool look…

It has seriously changed my life!”
–stacey r

–alorenz524

“ 2 days of using this cream and 

I have not straightened my hair 

once. My straightener has now 

become a decoration in my 

bathroom. My hair is soft, 

smooth, and smells great.”

at a participating salon 
or store.** Find yours at 

aveda.com/naturallystraightad 
or call 800.937.4175.

 * Average consumer rating on aveda.com as of October 2014.
 **One duo sample pack per customer, while supplies last.

take yours — try it for free

smooth infusion™ naturally 
straight styling creme

a



©Aveda Corp.

*After 5 consecutive applications of naturally straight, hair will stay straight for up to 3 washes.
**One duo sample pack per customer, while supplies last.

FREE SAMPLE at a participating salon or store.** Find yours at aveda.com/naturallystraightad or call 800.937.4175.

smooth infusion™ naturally straight styling creme
ABOUT STRAIGHTENING HAIR
FORGET EVERYTHING YOU KNOW

It’s amazing how naturally straight changes your hair over time. The more you use it, the straighter 
your hair becomes. Plant-derived fi bers help lock your hair straight, day after day*— and unlock when 
you want your curls back, after just a few washes. You now have complete control — for your curly 
hair type and texture. Don’t take our word for it — take yours. Try it for FREE!

a



NATURAL EXPRESSION
Fearless attitude and style with an endless selection of fine jewelry
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Exclusive 
FIRST
LOOK

what’s

Iggy Azalea is all about the new classics. This month 
the Aussie rapper delivers her own with a beg-for-
it-worthy footwear collaboration with Steve Madden.
“I wanted to make shoes your girlfriends would love 
and your boyfriends wouldn’t understand,” she says. 
“They’re a total reflection of me: unapologetic, loud, 
and fun.” The initial drop of 13 styles—her first of three 
seasons—boasts ’90s-inspired chunky platforms for 
“modern-day Spice Girls,” mesh heels that epitomize 
her “obsession with sportswear,” and metallic slides 
“because no one knows I’m really a flats girl.” Bonus: 
All are under $150. As for Madden, he and Azalea 
are a natural pair. “I like to make the coolest shoes 
I can,” he says, “with the coolest people I know.” 

For more of everything #WhatsNow, follow @SharonClott on Twitter and Instagram.

Polyester 
satin, $130.

Neoprene, 
$130.

The “Black Widow” lyricist says her affinity for colorblocking influenced her shoe designs. 

Neoprene, 
$70.

Mirror 
synthetic, 

$80.

Mesh and 
synthetic 

leather, $130.

IGGY’S
Fancy Feat

All available at stevemadden.com.

Edited by
SH A RON 

C L O T T 
K A N T E R
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what’s NOW!

3 More Ways
TO STEP OUT
Shoe lovers, there’s more #shoefie potential headed your 
way. These killer new footwear collections are eye-catching, 
Insta-ready, and anything but basic. 

NEW BALANCE FOR
KATE SPADE SATURDAY

The girlie brand applies its signature splashy 
print to NB’s classic kicks, resulting in sneakers 

pretty enough to wear to the gym, brunch, 
or—who are we kidding?—all weekend long. 

Mesh and rubber sneakers, $95; saturday.com.

GX BY GWEN STEFANI
This month Gwen Stefani’s budget-

friendly GX line, including these sporty 
heeled booties, hits Nordstrom.

Mesh and neoprene boots, $110; at Nordstrom.

STYLE HACK

BUILT-IN 
LAYERING

Our editors love 
the look of multiple 
delicate necklaces, 
but finding lengths 
that fit together can 
be a total time suck. 
Thankfully, Stella 

& Dot does the work 
for you with these 
under-$100 pieces 

that come pre-
layered and cleverly 
connected. They’re 
versatile too: Each 

strand can be worn 
on its own, so you 
get three distinct 
looks in one. Now 

that’s a gift that 
keeps on giving.

Brass, zinc, and 
semiprecious quartz necklace, 

$79; stelladot.com.

You can take 
off each 

strand and 
wear it alone!

DANNIJO 
Designers (and 
sisters) Danielle 
Snyder and Jodie 

Snyder Morel 
incorporate the bold 

elements of their 
jewelry line into 

stilettos and more. 
“These aren’t meant 

for wallflowers,” 
says Snyder.

Leather with 
oxidized silver 

and crystal 
heels, $425; 
saks.com.

QUICK TIP
“Pair these with 
slouchy pants,” 

says Stefani,
who has rocked
that look herself 

out and about 
in L.A. 



LOOK FABULOUS
NOT FROZEN
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NOTHING TO LOSE BUT WRINKLES
Try Needles No More™, the next generation cosmetic cream expertly 
created to release creases and smooth expression lines, but leave your 
emotions intact. 
**After 4 weeks, 100% reported visibly improved expression lines.

Dr. Brandt Needles No MoreTM exclusively at

*Come in for a free sample and try it for yourself #LookFabulousNotFrozen
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INSTAGRAM ’S   
These stars just won’t stop horsing around! ICYMI, pretty pony pics are galloping onto 

celebrities’ feeds faster than you can say, “Hiyo, horse emoji!” 

GISELE BÜNDCHEN
—@giseleofficial

KARLIE KLOSS
—@karliekloss

SHAY MITCHELL
—@shaym

NIKKI REED
—@iamnikkireed

BELLA THORNE
—@bellathorne

Channel your inner Anastasia Steele, the good-girl-
gone-raunchy heroine of Fifty Shades of Grey with 
bondage-style pieces such as rope-accented heels 
and chain-link collars. Jennifer Fisher designed 
handcuff bracelets but says you can “turn them 
to look just like stacked bangles.” Even more 
subtle, paint on one of OPI’s six limited-
edition Grey-inspired nail colors. You 
won’t even need a safe word.

Polyester-
blend dress, 
Bebe, $129; 
bebe.com.

Anastasia Steele (Dakota Johnson) on her way to a rendezvous with her lover, Christian Grey.

Silk zippered eye mask, 
Agent Provocateur, 

$190; agent
provocateur.com.

Python and 
patent leather 
heels, Jimmy 
Choo, $1,575; 
jimmychoo.com.

Gold-plated 
necklace, 

Acne 
Studios, 

$690; 
acnestudios

.com.

Brass cuffs, Jennifer 
Fisher, $620; 
jenniferfisher
jewelry.com.

OPI nail 
lacquer in My 
Silk Tie, $10; 

ulta.com.

STYLE INSPIRATION

Try a Hint of 
HARDCORE

SO
N

IA
 R

YK
IE

L

The movie 
adaptation of 
E.L. James’s 

saucy novel hits 
theaters 

February 14. 
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what’s NOW!

Cool Story,
BRA!

These three stars are out to get 
you “in the mood,” releasing 
seductive lingerie lines just in

time for Valentine’s Day.

“Women wear lingerie to feel confident 
and empowered ... but it’s fun for that 

special someone too.”
—BRITNEY SPEARS, THE INTIMATE 

BRITNEY SPEARS

“This aqua color flatters every 
skin tone. And it’s in lace, which makes 

you feel instantly sexier.”
—HEIDI KLUM, HEIDI KLUM INTIMATES

“What I wear under my outfits has 
always been important to me. I never 

want to get caught unprepared.” 
—HALLE BERRY, SCANDALE PARIS

What Makes
MILEY’S 
Heart Beat?
Miley Cyrus’s tongue doesn’t wag for 
just anything! Find out what’s on the 
singer and new MAC collaborator’s 
current lust list.  —KAREN LEVY

HER PIG
“I’m 100,000 percent obsessed. I have dogs 
too, but I adore my pig in a different way. 
She almost feels like something I shouldn’t 
have in the house, but she is so cool.”

TEDDY BEARS AND PLUSHIES
“They’re pretty incredible. Artist Todd James 
made the big bears I had dancing around at 
the MTV VMAs [in 2013]. They were the biggest 
art pieces I’ve ever been around.”

LIPSTICK
“I always carry five,” she says. Her new fave: 
The neon pink gloss she created with MAC 
Cosmetics that “looks like 10,000 disco 
balls.” Extra karma points: All proceeds are 
donated to the MAC AIDS Fund. 

LEOTARDS
“They’re the perfect all-in-one! You don’t 
have to think about tops or bottoms.”

INSTAGRAM
“I love it for the freedom of being able to 
communicate with my fans and hate it for 
everyone’s free commentary.”
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FEATHERED OUTFITS
“I don’t really deal with feathers anymore. 
It reminds me of a time when I was like, ‘I’m a 
hippie, I’m free, I’m 17.’�” [FYI, she’s 22 now.]

MAC Viva Glam 
Miley Cyrus Lipglass, 

$15; available on 
January 22 at 
maccosmetics

.com.

Polyamide-
elastane, $18; 
target.com.

Polyamide-
elastane with lace 
and velvet, $80;

net-a-porter.com.

Polyamide-elastane 
with mesh and 

lace, $49; intimate
britneyspears.com.VALENTINE’S DAY

“I have never had a successful one. I remember 
a doorman wished me a happy V-Day once 
and I cursed back.” Maybe this year will be different 
with Patrick Schwarzenegger as her new beau?



Marloes is wearing New Eye Studio® Brow PreciseTM in Blonde.

“Precisely shaped brows give 
you a polished, sleek look.”

MARIBETH MADRON 
GLOBAL BROW EXPERT

 SHAPED 
WITH  
PRECISION.
 THE NEW BROW 
PERFECTION.

THE HOW
Sharpenable pencil with natural wax for 
the finest, hair-like strokes. Triangle 
grooming brush to blend and soften for a 
natural finish.

THE WOW
Brows are shaped and filled with impeccable 
precision.

SHAPING PENCIL+
GROOMING BRUSH

NEW

GET EXPERT TIPS AT MAYBELLINE.COM/BROW
EYE STUDIO

®

4 natural shades
SHAPE

BRUSH

MARIBETH MADRON

™
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L E T ’ S  G E T  P E R S O N A L
The alphabet inspired every aspect 
of the décor, from 168 customized 
napkins to letter-shaped candle 
centerpieces. Inside the photo booth, 
manned by famed photographer 
Patrick Demarchelier, stars posed with 
their initials for snaps that appeared 
on @LouisVuitton’s Instagram.

HALEY 
BENNETT

MICHELLE WILLIAMS

“I put my initials in the 
corner of my sheets so the 
people who take care of them 
will know they are mine. 
The sheets are very fragile.”  
—KARL LAGERFELD
with ASHLEY OLSEN and 
CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN

“I use the monogram NKU 
instead of NK because my 

daughters Faith Margaret and 
Sunday Rose have the last 

name Urban, and I like being 
the same.”  —NICOLE 

KIDMAN, in Louis Vuitton, 
with artistic director 

NICOLAS GHESQUIÈRE 

“I prefer MMK, for 
Miranda May Kerr, 

because if it’s 
just MK, it looks like 

Michael Kors.” 
—MIRANDA KERR

in Louis Vuitton 

JENNIFER 
CONNELLY

Louis Vuitton’s 
Monogram 
Celebration

AT THE MUSEUM OF MODERN 
ART, NEW YORK

Minute-
by-Minute
Recap
9:10 p.m. Louis Vuitton’s 
celebrity devotees gathered 
in MoMA’s candlelit garden to 
toast Monogram, a capsule 
collection of pieces by six 
iconoclasts reinterpreting the 
label’s interlocking LV print 
(e.g., Karl Lagerfeld created 
a logo-covered boxing bag).
9:27 p.m. “Don’t hug me,” 
Nicole Kidman joked, point-
ing to her spiky Vuitton belt. 
9:51 p.m. Neon light sculp-
tures of the collaborators’ 
monograms served as a 
backdrop as guests chatted 
about their own. “I grew up in 
a family obsessed with initials,” 
said Chloë Sevigny. “Even 
my friends still call me CSS.”
10:26 p.m. Jennifer 
Connelly raved about artistic 
director Nicolas Ghesquière 
over an entrée of roast beef 
and parsnips. “He’s my 
fashion hero,” she said. 
11:30 p.m. Ghesquière 
and a few lucky pals 
continued the party at 
the Carlyle Hotel, FTW. 



Tune In
to InStyle.com for 
up-to-the minute 

news straight from the 
Globes (Jan. 11) and 

Oscars (Feb. 22) 
red carpets!

R I S K IE S T 
E N S E MBL E ?

At the Globes, Emma 
Watson redefined 

“dress pants” with a 
head-turning Dior 

Haute Couture 
dress over trousers 

(also Dior Haute 
Couture). What will 
be this year’s dress-

pants combo?

B L I N G I E S T  G E M S ?
Can anyone match 

Theron’s $15 million 
Harry Winston 

diamond necklace—
one of the most 

expensive pieces of 
jewelry to ever hit
the Oscars carpet? 

We’ll just have 
to wait and see. 

G O W N  G O NE  V IR A L? 
The Dior Haute Couture 

gown Jennifer Lawrence wore 
to the 2014 Globes sparked 

playful parodies all over 
social media. We’re not sure 

anyone can top this meme, but 
we’d like to see them try. 

Blogger Bryanboy bundles up in his bedsheets. 

This cute 
and cuddly 
take on 
J Law’s look 
took over 
Twitter.

This red-carpet season, consider InStyle.com your super-connected bestie with all 
the delicious details on the most gabbed-about gowns and looks of the night 

Who Will Take Home
This Year’s Award For … 

The dazzler 
featured 

a 31-carat 
square 

emerald-cut 
diamond at 
its center.



SALON COLOR & CARE

FROM THE FOUNDER OF O.P.I

 

# tsYour rPersonality

With endless hair Color Personalities, 
Aloxxi delivers multi-dimensional, 
healthy, shiny hair that’s all your own. 
So, tell us... 

Your
C olor Personality?

W hat’s

®

Per ®
in Napoli®

Firenze Fire®

® Goddess®

Bella®
®

A Touch

®
Espresso

Fantastica®
Moda

Your
C olor Personality?

W hat’s
I am...
Naughty
     in Napol i

I am...
A Touch
 of Tuscany

I am...
 La Bel la
 Signorina

I am...
Naughty
     in Napol i

I am...
A Touch
 of Tuscany

I am...
 La Bel la
 Signorina



ADVERTISEMENT

BRING A MUCH-NEEDED

TO HAIR COLOR

 WITH ALOXXI!
BURST PERSONALITY OF

“From head to toe and everywhere 

in between, you decide how to 

define your personal style. The 

details matter. They give personality 

to your story. But what about when 

it comes to your hair color?

With over 30 years in the Professional 

Beauty Industry and delivering 

personality to nails worldwide with 

OPI, I am infusing my passion for 

color and quality salon-only products 

into Aloxxi and changing the hair 

color experience.

Now, instead of being a natural blonde, how about becoming 

a Blonde Bambino? You aren’t just a chocolate brown or a 

coppery red but a Florentine Dream or a Party in Lombardy.  

With over 100 Color Personalities, which are the end result 

that only a hairdresser can create, we invite you to participate 

in your hair color experience and express a style that’s all 

your own.

Because you don't just color your hair, you wear Aloxxi!”

             – George W. Schaeffer

   Founder of OPI 
   President & CEO 
   of Aloxxi International
  I am... Georgio’s Fol ly®

Gluten FreeGF

To locate an Alox near you, visit:  

aloxxi.com

WHAT DOES THE FOUNDER OF OPI DO NEXT?

Ask your hairdresser for Aloxxi!

SALON COLOR & CARE

FROM THE FOUNDER OF O.P.I

"I love the Aloxxi 
consultation process because it allows us 
to see what our clients really desire and 
helps us be on the same page, all while 
giving them something fun and exciting to 
remember about their experience in our 
salon. They like being a part of the process!  
And of course, the color delivers vibrant 
and shiny results .”

—Andrea Gibson  
  Owner, Andrea Jordan Salon, Frisco, TX
  I am... Roman Goddess®

“Why Aloxxi? We can sum it 
up in one word ‘color’! It sounds so 
simple...nothing compares to the natural 
hues, the seamless grey coverage, and the 
fact that the hair feels healthier afterwards.” 

  Co-Owners, Lumina Salon, Reading, MA
  We are... C iao Bel la® & San Remo V ino® 



There’s some fantasy in it for me because I 
do always think, If only I were actually in office, 
I could really change the world. 
Your involvement goes beyond the standard 
celebrity endorsement. What do you do spe-
cifically? As a board member, I work on raising 
awareness and funding. It’s very brass tacks and 
nails. As an ambassador, I convey Unicef’s mes-
sage and advocate for children in the inter-
national community. I think about the kids I’ve 
met on my trips a lot, from the 2-year-old poi-
soned by Agent Orange in Vietnam to the thou-
sands of refugees at the Zaatari camp in Jordan. 
Will there be a fourth generation of Leonis at 
Unicef? My daughter, Madelaine, is involved now. 
One day she turned to me and said, “I’m going to 
start this club for Unicef at school. How do I get 
those orange boxes for donations?” It was a spec-
tacular moment in my life.  —JORDAN KISNER
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what’s NOW! CAUSE CELEB

As a third-generation advocate for children 
around the world, CBS’s Madam Secretary
star Téa Leoni carries forward her family’s 
legacy of helping others

Charity 
BEGINS
at Home

O 
ne reason Téa Leoni is so good 
at playing Secretary of State 
Elizabeth McCord on the new 
CBS series Madam Secretary? As 
an ambassador for the United 

Nations Children’s Fund (Unicef) and a board 
member of the U.S. Fund for Unicef she actually 
is a real-life, globe-trotting woman of action. 

Her grandmother Helenka Pantaleoni, her-
self an actress-cum-activist, co-founded the 
U.S. Fund for Unicef in 1947. Téa’s involvement 
began at age 17, when Helenka, laid low with 
asthma, asked her granddaughter to deliver a 
speech in her stead. “While reading the words 
of my grandmother,” says Leoni, “something 
just changed for me. I realized that this is what 
it is to be a human being.”

Following in the footsteps of her grandmother, 
as well as her father, Anthony Pantaleoni, who 
has served as a board member of the U.S. Fund 
for Unicef since 2006, the actress travels the 
world, promoting awareness for the organiza-
tion’s efforts to tackle issues like polio, human 
trafficking, and violence against children. “At 
Unicef, nobody ever thinks we’re done,” says 
Leoni, who admits to being daunted sometimes. 
“But when I look at what my grandmother did, I 
think, This is the real beauty in life.” 
In Madam Secretary your character seems to 
be based on Hillary Clinton, whose work as 
secretary of state overlaps yours as a Unicef 
ambassador. How do you integrate those two 
roles? The show is inspired by our three impres-
sive women secretaries of state—Madeleine 
Albright, Condoleezza Rice, and Hillary Clinton. 

Leoni visiting a  
Unicef-supported 

school outside Port-
au-Prince in 2012

190
countries and 

territories in which the 
organization is active

100
million children 

saved over the past 
two decades by 
Unicef’s efforts

BY THE 
NUMBERS

A few of the 
challenges—and 
triumphs—facing 

Unicef today 

For more stories about celebrity activism, go to instyle.com/causeceleb

@unicefusa

unicef-usa

@unicefusa

GET INVOLVED!

Donate at unicefusa.org.

40
days of clean drinking 
water a $1 donation 

provides for one child



*Greater improvement on fine lines.
© Neutrogena Corp. 2014

           The wrinkle cream graveyard.
            When it doesn’t work fast, 
            you’re on to the next thing.

                           Neutrogena® Rapid Wrinkle Repair®

 
                With Accelerated Retinol SA, the fastest retinol formula available, 
     it’s clinically proven to work on fine lines and wrinkles in just one week. * 

                               This one’s a keeper.

Results in 1 week.



http://us.versace.com


    theLook

BEST DRE SS
LILY COLLINS 
in Elie Saab Haute Couture 

“What can be said?” asks the designer 
behind this sublime curtain of silk chiffon, 
with its gentle dégradé from deepest 
nighttime violet to palest springlike lilac. 
“It’s simply refreshing,” Saab says. Of note, 
his pastels were inspired by the 19th-
century paintings of Sir Lawrence Alma-
Tadema, a fellow romantic whose works 
also illustrate the beauty of a classic dress.

by  E R IC W I L S ON

LOVE, RINGS
The Love, Rosie 
actress starts a 
V-shape trend, 
matching a diamond 
EF Collection ring 
on her right index 
finger to an Akoya 
pearl–tipped Vita 
Fede design with 
Swarovski crystals 
on her left.
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F I N I S H I NG
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the LOOK

A Dark Romance
Something wicked this way comes? Not exactly. These enchanting black dresses 

are more seductive than scary, owing their appeal to baroque laces or 
finely detailed embroideries—look closely at Hathaway, who’s all tied up in knots.

JULIANNE MOORE 
in Balenciaga

CIARA 
in Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci

G I R L I E  G O T H

ANNE  
HATHAWAY

in Christopher 
Kane 

VERA FARMIGA 
in Elie Saab



SPRING 2015

ag jeans.com

http://agjeans.com
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the LOOK

Cartoon Network
Fashion’s fixation on exotic prints and over-the-top decorations takes a whimsical turn with 

renderings of hothouse flowers, tropical cocktails, superhero masks, and fireworks. Bold and 
beautiful with just the right note of levity, these dresses are worthy of the funny pages.

N O V E L T Y  A C T S

SUKI 
WATERHOUSE 

in Valentino

KEIRA 
KNIGHTLEY 

in Stella 
McCartney

OLGA 
KURYLENKO 

in Matthew 
Williamson

NICOLE 
KIDMAN
in Fendi

CAMILLA 
BELLE 
in Gucci



http://sexyhair.com
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the LOOK

Naval Gazing
Sergeant Chicness reporting for duty, sir! The classic high-waist trouser style 

(from a uniform known as the crackerjack) gets a major makeover with designs 
that are brassier than a button. A pop of color looks especially seaworthy.

CHLOË GRACE MORETZ
in Kenzo

OLIVIA PALERMO
in Valentino

H E Y,  S A I L O R !

VOTE NOW! Choose the hottest star look of the day at instyle.com/lotd

JENNIFER 
LOPEZ 

in a Zuhair Murad 
Couture top and 
trousers and a 
Michael Kors 

coat

SELENA GOMEZ
in Versace

http://instyle.com/lotd


ADVERTISEMENT

5-Minute Weekly 
Glycolic Peel

Get ready to make 
an entrance, even on 
short notice, with this 

2-step resurfacing 
treatment that helps 

reverse signs of aging 
in a fl ash and reveal a 

gorgeous glow.

Anti-Wrinkle Hydra Gel Treatment 
You’ll love how these Precision 
Patches smooth skin exactly where 
you want it most, while the Smoothing 
Balm helps reduce the appearance of 
all your expression lines.

Facial Toner
Simply spend a little time wearing this 
easy-to-use device for the look of 
lifted skin. Micro-current technology 
stimulates nerves to restore muscle 
tone and volume. Now, isn’t 
technology a beautiful thing?

Extreme Cream 
Revive tired skin with a super hydrating 

24-hour moisturizer that leaves you feeling 
(and looking) unbelievably refreshed. 

See the look of lines diminish, too.

Radiance 
Without RX
Age-defying products deliver breakthrough results

High Performance 
Booster Oil
Revitalize your regimen 
with this nourishing oil 
that actually improves 
the performance of any 
skincare product—even 
what you’re using now 
—for a more radiant 
overall look.

Receive your complimentary sample* of 
5-Minute Weekly Glycolic Peel 

and personalized consultation at select retailers: 
Impulse Beauty at Macy’s, Ulta, Nordstrom, Dillards

*While supplies last. One per customer.
StriVectin.com 
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http://StriVectin.com


Her10Best Ever!
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10
She embraces unusual 
silhouettes and color 

combinations, say 
designers Peter Pilotto 
and Christopher De Vos. 
Crimson Gianvito Rossi

pumps match an eye-
catching kaleidoscopic 
print—and that not-so-
stiff upper lip. (2013)

8
“She really knows 
how to dress for 

specific occasions,” 
says Erlanger. With 

its conservative 
lines and chic sim-
plicity, this peplum 
chiffon Elie Saab 
design is “ideal for 
the White House 
Correspondents’ 
Dinner.” Gold and 

diamond Kentshire
jewels offset the 

rich shade. (2013) 

7
Designer Rosie 
Assoulin was 

inspired by 
Robert Mapple-
thorpe’s pho-
tographs of 

tulips when she 
created the 

intricate folds 
of this silk faille 
dress: “Michelle 

is always 
sophisticated, 

but there is 
also an adven-
turous side to 

her selections.” 
(2014) 

9
“Sultry and fashion-

forward,” is how Gilles 
Mendel describes Dockery 
in his plunging J. Mendel 
gown, a glamorous take 
on the tuxedo. (2014)

DESIGNER CENTRAL! See Dockery in all her favorite designers at instyle.com/dockery

6
“It has a feminine shape, but the 

Lurex fabric gives it a fun ’80s vibe,” 
says Erlanger of the Dior dress the 

actress was sporting at the L.A. 
première of Non-Stop. Two-toned 
Christian Louboutin pumps pop 

against the pattern. (2014)

http://instyle.com/dockery


the LOOK
The secret to Dockery’s elegant style? “Balance,” says her stylist, 

Micaela Erlanger. “Michelle likes to experiment with prints and texture but 
always finds a way to make the look polished.” To keep the classically 

beautiful silhouettes feeling more playful than proper, the Downton Abbey
star chooses dresses with unexpected colors and cool yet minimal 

accessories that project a modern edge. “On the red carpet she is the 
perfect English rose,” says Erlanger. Lady Mary would be delighted.

3
“Michelle fell for this 
sequined Oscar de 

la Renta dress as soon 
as she tried it on,” 

recalls Erlanger. “It’s 
so special that she got 

to wear one of his 
creations to the 
Golden Globes.” 

(2014)

4
Dockery often wears 
pieces by emerging 

designers, like Barbara 
Casasola, who hand-
dyed and sewed this 
column dress. Says 

Casasola, “One day I 
was watching Downton 
Abbey, thinking I’d like 
to dress Michelle, and 
a few weeks later I got 

the call from her 
stylist!” (2014)

TWO 
LOOKS, 

ONE 
DAY!

2
“The gold gui-
pure lace on 

this silk crêpe 
gown illumi-

nates her ivory 
complexion,” 

says Alexandre 
Vauthier. 

(2013)

1
The outstanding lead actress 

Emmy nominee for Downton Abbey
dazzles in a custom silk satin Prada
design (the color reminded her of 

Dorothy’s ruby slippers). “We loved 
the idea of colorblocking red and 

burgundy,” says Erlanger. “And the 
big bow on the back of her neck is 

simply gorgeous.” (2013)

OUR
FAVORITE

5
The Essex-born beauty, 
who’s also a trained jazz 
singer, goes primary in a 

checked Altuzarra number 
teamed with highlighter 

yellow Christian Louboutin 
pumps and a Rodo clutch. 

To her 125,000-plus 
followers, she grammed 
“#ginghamrules.” (2014)
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the LOOK

Q The idea of dressing in head-to-toe 
winter white appeals to me, but is 

there a way to do it without looking like I’m 
seasonally confused?  —BRANDY M., LAS VEGAS

A Definitely! Think long, wide-leg pants with 
a turtleneck sweater, or even a light-colored 

sweaterdress over suede boots. And don’t be 
afraid to mix things up—play with different shades 
of ivory and various textures (like a chunky knit and 
sheer skirt à la Rooney Mara) to add depth.

Q I’m so eager to get a jump start 
on the spring trends. Where 

should I begin?  —WILLA T., TORONTO

A Try a silk statement coat for evening. 
We sent a fabulous toile de Jouy 

[scenic print] style down the runway that would liven 
up any LBD. Of course you could do a long-sleeve 
chiffon dress in an eye-catching pattern. Ours are bold 
and bright and inspired by Matisse and Picasso. Finish 
with stacked-heel boots, tights, and your favorite jacket.

Q What’s a stylish cold-weather outfit for 
interviews? I need to look professional, 

but I don’t want to freeze either.  
—MICHELLE G., BOSTON

A For a winning (and warm) formula that’s sure to 
impress, reach for a sleek sweaterdress in a dark 

solid, and accent with a head-turning belt and boots 
that hit just barely above the knee. Keep your coat simple, 
and opt for a structured bag to pull the look together.

Q I’m dreaming of a solid, colorful bag. 
Which shades are the most versatile?

—SOPHIE S., SANTA FE

A I love our Voyage satchel in spring 
green [right]. It pairs seamlessly with 

neutrals as well as equally bright hues, 
and it’s the right size for everyday use.

DIANE VON 
FURSTENBERG

In her monthly column the ever-optimistic fashion 
pro best known for the iconic wrap dress and colorful, 

creative prints gives expert style advice for real life

A S K A  DE SI G NE R

ROONEY 
MARA in 

Calvin Klein 
Collection

Go with lingerie
that makes you 

feel sexy and self-
assured. Nothing 
is more beautiful 
than confidence. 

Silk bra ($70) and briefs 
($37), Stella McCartney 

Lingerie; at Stella 
McCartney, 212-255-1556.

A pretty scent leaves 
a lasting impression. 

This one, an ode to 
the art of French 
seduction, hits a 

sultry note without 
overpowering.  
Guerlain Charnel 

French Kiss 
eau de parfum, 
$260/2.5 fl. oz.; 

saks.com.
Super-high heels do 

wonders to elongate legs, 
and the fishnet detail on 
these is an alluring touch.

Patent leather and fishnet 
pumps, Christian Louboutin, 

$845; at Christian 
Louboutin, 310-247-9300.

I am so excited 
about our new 
line of jewelry, 
including these 
statement 
earrings. 
The swingy 
fringe is bold 
and flirty. 
Gold-plated 
earrings, Diane 
von Furstenberg, 
$128; dvf.com.

Neutral lip shades are 
universally flattering 

and feel more effortless 
than something 

that’s really bright.
MAC lipstick in Yash, $16; 

maccosmetics.com.

Submit your questions for DVF at instyle.com/askadesigner

Leather bag, Diane von Furstenberg, $478; 
available Feb. 1 at Bloomingdale’s, 212-729-5900.

HOW to WOWon
DATE NIGHT!

http://saks.com
http://dvf.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://instyle.com/askadesigner


From capris to boot cuts,
skinnies, flares and straights,
you'll find your perfect fit at

LISETTE-L.COM/IS

Models are wearing left to right
style #7105 and style #6601.

©2015 Lisette Limoges Agencies Inc.
All rights reserved.

®

Fit to flatter
any age and any figure

http://LISETTE-L.COM/IS
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M A N  O F  STY LE

At only 22, the English 
actor has already 

tackled biblical epics, 
Shakespearean tragedy, 

and, probably most 
dauntingly, the complicated 

life of a young heartthrob 
BY KATIE GLASS

PHOTOGRAPHED BY 
CARLOTTA MANAIGO

STYLED BY 
DAVID ST JOHN-JAMES

     DOUGLAS
BOOTH

the LOOK
This page and opposite: 

Salvatore Ferragamo 
jacket, sweater, and 

shoes. Louis Vuitton 
trousers. Necklace, worn 

throughout, his own.
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Ermenegildo 
Zegna Couture 
jacket, shirt, 
and trousers. 
Shoes, his own.



ouglas Booth is far warmer 
than his sharply chiseled 
cheekbones and epicene 
beauty might suggest. So, 
although we arranged to 
meet in one of London’s 

toniest suburbs, Mayfair, at the pretentiously named 
and seriously flashy Polo Bar, Booth quickly tells me 
it wasn’t his choice. He flicks his hand through the 
diamanté curtains and laughs, saying he never comes 
to places this posh. 

Folding his boyish body into a blue velvet chair, then 
taking a chug of pilsner, he grins like we’re old friends 
catching up. Though Booth cleans up well—notably in a 
series of Burberry ads with Emma Watson in 2009 and in 
Salvatore Ferragamo’s A Man’s Story campaign for spring 
and summer 2015 (check manstory.ferragamo.com)—
today he’s wearing “crap black jeans” and a Topshop 
T-shirt. His bag, however, is Mulberry. “A free-
bie?” I ask. He shyly looks away. He doesn’t seem 
entirely comfortable with his celebrity status 
yet, which he admits kind of sneaked up on 
him. “It’s like when you get a kitten and before 
you know it, it’s a cat,” he explains. “Then your 
friends come over and say, ‘God, it’s massive!’ But 
you didn’t notice because you see it every day.” 

He started young but epic. At 12, he was 
Agamemnon in a school play. By 17, he gained 
attention with his spot-on depiction of Boy 
George in the BBC’s Worried About the Boy. Big 
roles followed: Pip in the popular miniseries 
Great Expectations, Romeo in Carlo Carlei’s
Romeo & Juliet, and Shem in Darren Aronof-
sky’s Noah. This year Booth plays two pretty 
boys gone bad. He’s a sadistic Oxonian in The 
Riot Club (out this spring) and appears along-
side Mila Kunis and Channing Tatum as an 
alien aristocrat named Titus in Andy and Lana 
Wachowski’s highly anticipated follow-up to 
The Matrix, opening this month. 

This is your first foray into science fiction. 
What made you take the jump? I was in-
trigued. The script was under lock and key, 
delivered in a blacked-out Mercedes. I read it 
and then had to hand it straight back. The 
story was mad and exciting—a cross between 
Star Wars and The Matrix.
You’ve played ancient Greek, biblical, 
Shakespearean, and Dickensian heroes—
and now a dynastic heir from outer space. 

Are you happy to be free from the chains of historical 
drama? I try to follow the story rather than the period. 
I would do 10 period dramas in a row if each character 
was different and interesting. One of the reasons I 
became an actor is I wasn’t happy being just one person; 
I wanted to live a thousand lifetimes in my own. 
What’s your dream role? If someone offered me 
[James] Bond, it’d be pretty tough to turn it down. I 
do love a martini, and I love it shaken, not stirred. 
But if I ever did take on Bond, I think it would be in 
15 years’ time. I’ve got a lot of growing, aging, and 
experience to go through.
You must know that you aren’t too hard on the eyes. 
Keira Knightley once said she almost missed out on a 
role because she’s too attractive. Do you feel that 
way as well? I don’t think my looks have necessarily 
defined the roles I get. When I played Shem in Noah,
one interviewer said I looked like an absolute pile of 

D
the LOOK MAN OF STYLE

Loewe polo 
shirt. Paul 
Smith 
trousers. 
Socks, his 
own. Salvatore 
Ferragamo 
shoes.
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From Hair
TO ETERNITY

Eon-skipping comes with its own set of 
grooming implications. Here’s a time line.

5600 b.c.
As Shem in Noah,

his access to razors 
and other man-
scaping supplies 

was limited. 

EARLY 1980s
Shaved eyebrows, 
makeup, and cloth-
ing from the artist’s 
closet turned Booth 

into Boy George.

a.d. 2010
Tousled hair and 

stubble is Oxford-
chic in The Riot 

Club, a film about 
violent rich kids.

LIGHT-YEARS 
AWAY

Alien playboys 
like Titus (Jupiter 

Ascending) slick back 
their hair and shave.

s—! Johnny Depp had that problem when he started, 
but he worked his way out of it and proved everyone 
wrong. Leonardo DiCaprio and Brad Pitt too, but they 
have gotten older and have matured. I’m looking for-
ward to that. We’re very lucky as men—we’re like great 
wine. We don’t have the same pressure that women do 
to maintain our looks as we get older. 
Did your parents despair when you told them you 
wanted to become an actor? My mum is a painter. 
My sister is an artist. So our house has always been 
artistic. I wasn’t going to be an academic because I 
am dyslexic. I really, really struggled at school, so I 
pushed everything into the creative part of my brain.
You’ve modeled for Burberry and Ferragamo. What 
designers do you like to wear, and what’s the most 
you’ve ever spent on a single piece of clothing? I 
bought a green limited-edition trenchcoat from Bur-
berry. It cost a lot. I can’t say how much. My mum would 

kill me. I’ve also worn quite a bit of 
Tom Ford on the red carpet. There’s 
something about his suits that makes 
you feel really masculine. You go to a 
première and think, I look the s—.
Is it true you dated Taylor Swift?
She’s a friend. She’s amazing. [laughs] 

The thing is, if you get seen going for lunch with someone 
suddenly you’re “dating them.” I went for lunch with 
Miley [Cyrus] in L.A., and within 24 hours I was dating 
her on about a thousand news sites. She’s just a mate!
Does the constant speculation in the press make 
dating impossible for you? It’s not the easiest thing. 
It’s hard to meet people on an even playing field—that’s 
probably why I’m single. I would love to go out with 
someone who is, say, a lawyer. But because you tend to 
go out with people you meet at work or through your 
friends, lots of actors go out with actors. I just hope that 
I’ll go out with a person who is good for me. 
Is it an actor’s lot to have his or her private life 
picked over endlessly? I think you set the example: If 
someone is trying to live a private life, then give them 
that, but some people look for tabloid attention. It 
would be hard to swallow if Kim Kardashian came out 
now and was like, “Don’t talk about my private life!” ■

GROOMING: 
MASSIMO 

GAMBA



http://risatawine.com


http://youtube.com/tresemme
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T he bare midriff, to put it mildly, is the 
cilantro of fashion.

You either love the look and its sporty 
sexiness, or hate it with such a burning 
passion that you might well be thinking 
about turning the page before reaching 

the end of this sentence. 
But please, dear reader, read on, because, while there 

may be no trend more polarizing in current red-carpet 
fashion, the pervasiveness of celebrity stomachs on 
display represents a significant, if underappreciated, 
cultural moment. That is, dare I say, the apotheosis of 
the unsheathed, iron-hard belly as a symbol of the 
contemporary feminine ideal.

Yes, even as we witness an era of increasingly under-
dressed stars, what with Miley Cyrus and Rihanna 
engaged in a battle of the pasties for the title of most 
naked famous person alive, the degree to which bare 
midriffs have become fashionable is astonishing. 
They are practically de rigueur at awards ceremonies, 
so much so that it’s hard to remember the last time 
Jennifer Lopez or Taylor Swift appeared in public 

without her abdomen on view. Classy stars like Cate 
Blanchett, Lupita Nyong’o, and Gwyneth Paltrow too 
have endorsed them.

Showing off this particular bit of skin, in fact, begins 
to look more like a social movement than a fashion 
trend when you consider the numbers and that a little 
act of peekaboo would provoke such strong reactions 
among audiences, whether for or against. (OK, so 
it’s not quite #freethenipple, but still.) Certainly, 
around the InStyle offices, we are divided, often along 
generational lines, but equally so among those who 
think them modern and those who say they’re vulgar. 
Surprisingly, the same goes for designers. 

OVEREXPOSED
“Some of them look all right, when they are worn 
by the right people,” says the eternal beacon of 
chic, Carolina Herrera. “But usually, they are worn 
by the wrong people.” When I ask her about a look 
from her latest spring collection, amused to see 
the briefest flash of a bare midriff had made it 
all the way onto her runway, she says jokingly that 

THE RIGHT 
TO BARE BELLIES

The ubiquitous fashion trend reveals more about our perceptions of feminism and beauty on 
the red carpet than it does skin. Are these yummy tummies, or a case of a stomach bug?

BY ERIC WILSON

L O O K  S M A R T
Gwyneth 
Paltrow in 

Alice + Olivia

Kerry
Washington 

in Prada
Cate 

Blanchett 
in Stella 

McCartney Mindy 
Kaling in 
Topshop

Kate 
Hudson in 

Michael 
Kors

Shailene 
Woodley 

in Lyn 
Devon

Taylor 
Swift in 
Novis

Lupita 
Nyong’o in 

Giambattista 
Valli
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Jean Kilbourne, a cultural theorist and film-
maker whose series Killing Us Softly examines 
depictions of women in advertising, says that 
presentation becomes a competition.

“I don’t see it so much as a free choice as much as 
conforming to an increasingly difficult and restrict-
ing and clichéd definition of what it means to be 
sexy,” she says. “With people working out so much, 
especially on their abs, this is a way to demonstrate 
they are among the elect. It’s the new version of 
Calvinism. They dare to bare their abs in public.” 

Yet, it is worth noting that in the real world, 
far from the red carpet and the closets of the 
Kardashians, the bare midriff has met with less 
resistance than you might expect, notably looks 
that pair a crop with a high-waist skirt or pants,
 or “the meet-and-greet,” as Brooke Jaffe, the 
fashion director of women’s ready-to-wear at 
Bloomingdale’s, calls the sleeper hit of spring. 
Hey Gorgeous, an online retailer of plus-size 
fashion, counted lace and cream cropped tops 
among its best sellers for spring. 

“It’s a good trend for the more advanced stu-
dents in the plus-size fashion world,” says Aimee 
Cheshire, a co-founder of Hey Gorgeous.

 Of course, the bare midriff can be a challeng-
ing trend for anyone to embrace, which is why 
Jaffe, for one, was pleased to see a new focus 
among designers taking shape for spring 2015: 
the bare shoulder. 

“I think we can agree,” she says, “we all have 
sexy shoulders.”

I N  B R I E F
ALL AB-OUT 
Less became 
more as gym-
sculpted 
celebrities 
started pushing 
buttons with 
ever more 
provocative 
fashion 
extremes.
AB-SOLUTELY 
With the 
revival of 1970s 
fashion trends, 
bare midriffs 
are making a 
comeback, along 
with halter tops 
and strategically 
placed cutouts.
AB-UNDANT
Is everyone an 
exhibitionist? 
Suddenly we’re 
seeing stomach 
flashers 
everywhere.

Get the ’Driff?
Throughout the decades, bombshells have been baring their 

midriffs as a way to draw attention to the waist. The shifting center 
of attention (from the upper abdomen in the 1960s, and with the 

popularity of low-rise jeans in the new millennium, all the way down 
to the hip bones) changes the degree of sexuality involved from 

somewhat innocent to downright daring. But, for many, the 
exposed belly button of the 1980s broke the ultimate taboo.

2001
BRITNEY SPEARS

1985
MADONNA

1965 
RAQUEL WELCH

it must have been an accident, the blouse 
cut too short.

“You see people showing too much today,” 
Herrera says. “They don’t leave anything to the 
imagination anymore.”

Meanwhile, a whole new camp of designers 
has emerged with a different perspective.

“When people ask me what the trend is for 
spring, I say it’s the Ab Roller, because every-
thing is cropped,” says Stacey Bendet of Alice + 
Olivia, who recently dressed Paltrow in a full 
black skirt connected to a little white top no 
more substantial than a lobster bib. “Celebri-
ties work hard for their bodies, and they like to 
show them off. Gone are the days of being a 
mom and dressing like a mom—moms are hot!”

Carly Cushnie and Michelle Ochs of Cushnie 
et Ochs have been revealing once-taboo body 
parts with regularity since they unveiled their 
first collection in 2009. Cody Horn, Padma 
Lakshmi, and Jada Pinkett Smith have all ap-
peared in their sliced-and-diced dresses, which 
are designed in the spirit of projecting power 
through a woman’s ownership of her sexuality.

“If you don’t like it,” Cushnie says, “you’d 
better get used to it.”

The origins of the trend in its newest incar-
nation are fairly innocent (at least more so than 
the 2001 versions inspired by Britney Spears). 
Bare midriffs were all the rage in the 1970s, 
with crisscross halters, for example, and in 
1940s swimsuits and gowns that, like today’s 
red-carpet looks, were somewhat modest in 
that they consistently covered the navel. David 
Koma, whose signature is a caged cutout, says 
designers of his generation began to experi-
ment with peekaboos as a way to draw attention 
to the waistline. “I loved the idea because I 
thought it was beautiful,” he says. “But I never 
thought it would be so popular, or provocative.”

BELLYACHING
Why we are so sensitive to images of the naked 
stomach has more to do with the underlying 
hang-ups we face with standards of beauty that 
favor the thin. As much as I believe these stars 
are showing their sculpted bodies by choice and 
liberating themselves in that way (think of the 
visual potency of pregnant Kerry Washington 
at the Screen Actors Guild Awards, her cropped 
Prada top offering a subversive rebuke to all 
that banal bantering about “baby bumps”), the 
argument remains that they are subjected, 
like all young women, to societal pressures to 
constantly look sexy.

For more words of wisdom from our fashion news director, follow him on Twitter @EricWilsonSays
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More laid-back than a 
blazer and kickier than 
a cardigan, this is 
the cool girl’s go-to 
for staying warm

Get It Right
With its sporty vibe 
and clean-cut shape, 
the bomber jacket has 
a way of tying a look 
together without 
even trying. Quilting, 
leather contrast 
sleeves, and playful 
patterns crank up the 
attitude on off-duty 
basics like gray skinny 
jeans and a T-shirt. 
If you’re more of a 
minimalist, try a solid 
version with sleek 
visible seaming, then 
team with tailored 
pants or a flared mini 
with just the right 
flounce. Finish with a 
pair of killer heels to 
bring your A game. 

Find Your 
Perfect

BOMBER
JACKET

NICOLA 
PELTZ 

in Saint Laurent 
by Hedi 
Slimane

Cotton-polyester, 
American Eagle 

Outfitters, 
$80; ae.com.

http://ae.com
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your LOOK BOMBER JACKET

A 
dynamic 
match 

for 
bright 

solids—
try it 

with red 
to turn 
heads!

Race car–
slick with 
cropped 

black 
trousers

Polyester 
with leather 

sleeves, 
Levi’s, $248; 

levi.com.

Canvas, Lublu 
Kira Plastinina, 
$450; lublukp

.com.

Polyester 
blend with 

leather sleeves 
and neoprene 

trim, Tosia, 
$795; at 

Darling NYC, 
646-336-6966.

Silk satin, 
Rebecca 

Taylor, $575; 
at Rebecca 

Taylor, 
212-243-

2600.

Leather, 
Andrew Marc, 
$400; andrew

marc.com.

Polyester blend, Richard Chai 
Love, $725; pasdedeuxny.com.

Polyester, Gap, $65; gap.com.
Cotton-nylon, Rhié, 

$525; rhiestudio.com.

Polyester, 
Lou & Grey, 

$98; loft
.com.

FEN
D
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http://levi.com
http://lublukp.com
http://lublukp.com
http://andrewmarc.com
http://pasdedeuxny.com
http://gap.com
http://rhiestudio.com
http://loft.com
http://loft.com
http://andrewmarc.com
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WEAR IT LATER As the forecast gets brighter, so should 
your clothes. Go for a splashy, vivid skirt that has all
the exuberance of a cloudless sunny day. Finish with silver-
tinged white sandals for a (tasteful) Palm Beach turn. 

WEAR IT NOW Want to really stand out in a sea of black? 
Opt for a pair of cream trousers, which intensify the jacket’s 
springlike vibe. Bring the airy combo back down to earth 
with a spice-colored turtleneck and navy suede T-shirt.

the Pastel Coat

I N S T A N T  S T Y L E

NOW & LATER
Don’t call them one-season wonders! These five gorgeous pieces will see you through winter 
with endless compliments and then steal the show when the temp starts to (finally!) climb 

D L P S T U D I O

This sweet topper can lighten the darkest 
of days and serve as a cool landing to 
the vibrant hues of warmer months. 

TROUSERS
Viscose, 

Atea Oceanie, 
$420; the
line.com.

NECKLACE
Gold plate, 

Rue Gembon, 
$70; rue

gembon.com.

T-SHIRT
Suede, 

Vince, $595; 
vince.com.

TURTLE-
NECK

Cotton-
Tencel, 525 

America, 
$54; 525

america.com.

BAG 
Leather, Tory 

Burch, $435; at 
Nordstrom.

BAG 
Leather, Gap, 
$100; gap.com.

SANDALS
Leather, DV by 

Dolce Vita, $80; 
dolcevita.com.

SKIRT 
Cotton, 
MSGM, 

$336; at 
Bergdorf 

Goodman.

SUNGLASSES 
Acetate, Lafont, $399; 

viziooptic.com.

HEELS
Embossed 
leather, 
Ann Taylor, 
$148; ann
taylor.com.

Polyester-viscose, Issa, $895; 
net-a-porter.com.

EARRINGS 
Swarovski crystal 
and oxidized 
silver plate, 
Eleanor Kalle, 
$170; eleanor
kalle.com.

SHIRT 
Cotton-nylon, 
Jonathan 
Simkhai, $220; at 
Neiman Marcus, 
310-550-5900.

http://theline.com
http://ruegembon.com
http://vince.com
http://525america.com
http://gap.com
http://dolcevita.com
http://viziooptic.com
http://anntaylor.com
http://net-a-porter.com
http://eleanorkalle.com
http://ruegembon.com
http://eleanorkalle.com
http://525america.com
http://theline.com
http://anntaylor.com
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the Gingham Jumper

WEAR IT LATER Let the structured shape guide you 
when it’s time to show some skin (key: a convertible bra). 
Choose streamlined extras with authority, like stacked-heel 
mules and a boxy bag. One fun exception? Mirrored shades. 

WEAR IT NOW Give this checked dress a grown-up spin 
by layering a smart turtleneck underneath. (Forget a white 
button-up—too twee.) Push the pared-back preppy appeal 
with a luxe camel coat and sleek hunter green bucket bag. 
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Charming like a school uniform but a lot 
more sophisticated, this playful piece will get 

you out the door in 10 minutes flat.  
Cotton, Trademark, $398; trade-mark.com.

SUNGLASSES
Plastic, Le Specs, 
$69; zappos.com.

MULES 
Calfskin, 

Vince, $395; 
nordstrom

.com.

ANKLE BOOTS 
Kid suede, VC Signature 

Vince Camuto, $295; 
vcsignature.com.

EARRINGS 
AND 

NECKLACE 
Gold plate, 

Laura 
Lombardi, 
$40 each; 

lauratlombardi
.com.

TURTLE-
NECK 

Wool, Boss, 
$215; at 

Hugo Boss.

LAYERED 
NECKLACE

Gold plate, 
Gorjana, $70; 
gorjana.com.

WATCH 
Gold finish, 

Wittnauer, $395; 
macys.com.

BAG 
Calfskin, 
Michael 
Michael 

Kors, $348; 
at Macy’s.

BAG
Leather, 

Building Block, 
$325; building--

block.com.

COAT
Cotton-

polyester, Joe 
Fresh, $169; 

joefresh.com.

RING
Gold plate, 
Wanderluster, 
$35; wander
lusternew
york.com.

http://trade-mark.com
http://zappos.com
http://nordstrom.com
http://nordstrom.com
http://vcsignature.com
http://gorjana.com
http://macys.com
http://building--block.com
http://joefresh.com
http://wanderlusternewyork.com
http://lauratlombardi.com
http://wanderlusternewyork.com
http://building--block.com
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the Graphic Skirt
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WEAR IT LATER Give navy and white a sporty jolt with 
a next-level parka—seriously, check out that silver stripe. 
Poppy-soled slides serve up minimalism with a smile, and a 
tidy cross-body offers an on-trend way to go hands-free.  

WEAR IT NOW Power dressing doesn’t have to be 
severe. Tip the scales into luxe boho territory with a lush 
burgundy coat and greige bag that picks up on the skirt’s 
homespun texture. Suede mules add a sexy accent.  

Yesss�...�an eye-catching pattern can be just as 
functional as basic black. The trick? Two shades that 

don’t compete (but add up to one winner).   

BAG
Leather, 

Kara, $280; 
karastore

.com.

MULES 
Suede, Schutz, 
$200; schutz-
shoes.com.

BAG 
Wool with 

lambskin trim, 
Elizabeth 

and James, 
$595; net-a-
porter.com.

SANDALS
Leather, Paul 

Smith, $595; at 
Paul Smith, 

646-613-3060.

SUNGLASSES 
Cellulose 
acetate, 
Garrett Leight 
California 
Optical, $315; 
garrett
leight.com.

TOP 
Cotton-
spandex, 
Raoul, $220; 
raoul.com.

SUNGLASSES 
Acetate, Ksubi, $175; 
ksubieyewear.com.

COAT
Wool with 

calf-hair trim, 
Tosia, $995; at 
Darling NYC, 

646-336-6966.

SWEATER
Wool, 

Kate Spade 
Saturday, $125; 
saturday.com.

PARKA
Cotton, Être 
Cécile, $690; 
at Concrete 

+ Water, 
917-909-

1828.

Cotton-viscose, Apiece Apart, $360; 
apieceapart.com.

http://schutz-shoes.com
http://schutz-shoes.com
http://garrettleight.com
http://raoul.com
http://ksubieyewear.com
http://saturday.com
http://apieceapart.com
http://net-a-porter.net
http://net-a-porter.net
http://karastore.com
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the Sleeveless Turtleneck
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WEAR IT LATER The clingy fit makes it a flattering 
partner for a skirt that’s got some heft. (Spring-trend 
alert: fringe!) Feminine flourishes—strappy heels, a blush-
colored clutch—feel just right for a dressy al fresco lunch.   

WEAR IT NOW For a neat take on casual dressing, slip 
on a white button-up and team with black pants that have 
just a bit of slouch. A muted blue coat bridges light and 
dark tones, playing a graceful foil to kicky snakeskin sneaks.  

Equal parts hot and cold, this versatile 
sweater provides the ultimate fashion hack 

when you want to lend instant polish. 

CUFF 
AND RING
Gold tone ($39) 
and gold tone 
with resin ($75), 
Jules Smith; 
julessmith
designs.com.

SHIRT
Cotton, Thomas 

Pink, $250; thomas
pink.com.

COAT
Wool, Ann 

Taylor, $278; 
anntaylor.com.

BAG 
Calfskin and 

goatskin, 
Time’s Arrow, 

$595; bergdorf
goodman

.com.

SNEAKERS 
Embossed metallic leather 
with printed canvas, Cole 
Haan, $168; colehaan.com.

CLUTCH 
Leather, 

Kate Spade 
New York, 
$298; kate

spade.com. 

SKIRT 
Polyester-

cotton, 
BCBG Max 

Azria, $398; 
bcbg.com.

HEELS
Suede, SJP, $355; 
nordstrom.com.

HAT
Cashmere with 

fur, White + 
Warren, $130; 

whiteand
warren.com.

PANTS
Polyamide-

cotton, 
Theory, $295; 

at Theory, 
212-524-6790.

SUNGLASSES
Plastic, ICU 

Eyewear, $22; 
icueyewear.com.

Merino wool, Everlane, $88; everlane.com.

http://julessmithdesigns.com
http://thomaspink.com
http://anntaylor.com
http://colehaan.com
http://katespade.com
http://bcbg.com
http://nordstrom.com
http://whiteandwarren.com
http://icueyewear.com
http://everlane.com
http://thomaspink.com
http://katespade.com
http://bergdorfgoodman.com
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the Denim Shirt
Talk about a wardrobe workhorse: This 

classic can double as a relaxed alternative to a white 
oxford as well as a tomboyish take on a tunic. 

Test your fashion skills in our online game, Instant Stylist! Play now at instyle.com/instantstylist

WEAR IT LATER Dreaming of summer? Bust out some 
white jeans, which really set off the indigo. Cuff ’em to 
highlight beach-ready slides (and a pretty pedi). A smoky 
suede tote shows you’re not totally jumping the seasonal gun. 

WEAR IT NOW Don’t fight the top’s ruggedness, but 
enhance its cool ranch flavor. Cozy up to a blanket-like ivory 
jacket, and team with a khaki skirt that has the crisp flair of a 
modern gaucho. Timeless extras smooth out any rough edges.    

SUNGLASSES
Varnished polyamide, 
Mr. Boho, $85; 
mrboho.com.

JEANS
Denim, 
Marc by 

Marc Jacobs, 
$358; at 

Bloomingdale’s.

SKIRT
Canvas, Trademark, 

$328; trade-mark.com. 

PUMPS
Suede, Massimo 

Dutti, $180; massimo
dutti.com.

WATCH
Gold tone 
with leather 
strap, Fossil, 
$125; fossil
.com.

SANDALS
Leather, 
Jerusalem 
Sandals, $76; 
jerusalem
sandals.com.

SUNGLASSES 
Acetate, Polaroid, 

$98; solstice
sunglasses.com.SCARF 

Wool-silk, 
Echo Design, 

$85; echo
design.com.

TOTE
Suede with 

leather 
handles, Clare 

V., $450; 
clarev.com.

HANDBAG
Faux leather, 
H&M, $40; 
hm.com.

COAT
Wool blend, ICB, 

$675; shoples
nouvelles.com.

BANGLES 
Gold plate, R.J. 

Graziano, $40/3; 
rjgraziano.com.

Denim, Gap, $70; gap.com.

http://instyle.com/instantstylist
http://mrboho.com
http://trade-mark.com
http://massimodutti.com
http://fossil.com
http://fossil.com
http://jerusalemsandals.com
http://sunglasses.com
http://echodesign.com
http://clarev.com
http://hm.com
http://shoplesnouvelles.com
http://rjgraziano.com
http://gap.com
http://sunglasses.com
http://echodesign.com
http://shoplesnouvelles.com
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It’s really quite simple to take on a trend. Just follow 
this smart advice from InStyle’s Cindy Weber Cleary

There’s nothing as crisp as the contrast of black and white. 
Factor in a tidy gridlike pattern and you’ve got a perfectly 

balanced graphic statement that’s pleasing to the eye. And 
while I wasn’t a math major in college (far from it!), I can surely 
say that this fashion geometry adds up to one very sharp look.

BLACK 
& WHITE

GRID

EMMA 
STONE

in Proenza 
Schouler

YO U C A N  D O
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your LOOK

Faux–patent 
leather and 

mesh pumps, 
Aldo, $80; 
aldoshoes

.com.

Polyester 
blouse, Anne 

Klein, $69; 
macys.com.

Silk scarf, Echo Design, 
$38; echodesign.com.

M
AR

IS
SA

 W
EB

B

Merino wool–alpaca sweater, 
AYR, $195; ayr.com.

http://aldoshoes.com
http://aldoshoes.com
http://macys.com
http://echodesign.com
http://ayr.com
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your LOOK

Why I Love This Look …
1. Odds are you, like me, have a lot of black in 
your closet, and for good reason: It’s slimming, 
feels expensive, can go from day to night, and 
doesn’t need to be constantly cleaned. That 
said, it can get boring. This optic check provides 
a jolt of energy to all those dark clothes while 
giving them a mod spin.
2. There are so many varieties: Pick from window-
pane, tattersall, gingham, or mesh to tailor the 
ensemble to your personal style. (P.S. It also 
plays well with brights—fuchsia or cobalt makes 
for a vibrant statement.)

MY 
SECRET

Want to work in just 
a hit of this print for 

every day? Try a phone 
case from Zazzle.com, 

which has endless 
options that you can 

even customize.  
OLIVIA 

PALERMO
in Chloé

How to Pull It Off …
1. Oversize lattice-like motifs can make areas appear 
larger, so be thoughtful about placement. If your bottom 
half is slender, a pair of narrow pants in a wide-set plaid 
is a great choice. If not, stick to a smaller pattern. When 
in doubt, rely on accessories, like a top-handle bag or 
scarf, to pack all the punch. 
2. I love the laser-cut Elie Tahari coat pictured. Wear it 
over a black sheath for a sexy peekaboo quality without 
revealing too much. The same goes for the pencil skirt 
from Camilla and Marc. The length is modest, but cutouts 
at the hemline hint at something more provocative.

Nylon-
polyester mesh 
reversible coat, 

Elie Tahari, 
$568; 

elietahari
.com.

Silk-polyester skirt, 
Camilla and Marc, 
$374; camillaand

marc.com.

Polyester-rayon pants, Express, 
$80; express.com.

Leather 
bag, Kate 

Spade New 
York, $298; 

katespade.com.

Cotton skirt, H&M, $50; hm.com.

Polyester 
dress, 

L’Agence, 
$550; 
saks

.com.

http://Zazzle.com
http://elietahari.com
http://elietahari.com
http://camillaandmarc.com
http://express.com
http://katespade.com
http://hm.com
http://saks.com
http://camillaandmarc.com


A little makeup 
can make a big difference.

Make a difference in the lives of people 
who are living—and working—with 
cancer. Shop QVC and CEW Present 
Beauty with Benefits for cosmetics 
and more. 80% of your purchase price 
of donated merchandise benefits 

Cancer and Careers.

QVC ® & CEW Present  BEAUTY WITH BENEFITS      Tune in WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15 at 10pm ET

SPECIAL THANKS TO CINDY CRAWFORD AND SONIA KASHUK FOR THEIR SUPPORT. A public service announcement. Show dates, times, offers, and availability subject to change without notice. ©2014 QVC, Inc. QVC, Q and the Q Ribbon Logo are registered service marks of ER Marks, Inc.

Algenist / bareMinerals / Bobbi Brown Cosmetics / CHI / Clarins / Clinique / Dior / Dr. Denese / Dr. Dennis Gross / Edward Bess / Fresh
IT Cosmetics / Josie Maran / Laura Geller / Links of London / Mally / Perricone MD / philosophy / Shiseido / tarte / TULA / WEN

Sonia Kashuk
makeup artist & entrepreneur 

Cindy Crawford
model & entrepreneur

http://qvc.com
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your LOOK FINE JEWELRY

Shake 
That Thing

You’ve got the moves. Time to show the world 
by slipping on a swinging fringe necklace. “They 

were made for dancing the night away—the 
effect is very sexy,” says Me & Ro designer Robin 

Renzi. Pick a piece that syncs with your style, 
whether it’s a glamorous diamond-and-gold 

design or a bohemian jumble of silver chains.  
BY MARION FASEL

IRIT DESIGN 
Pavé diamond, sterling silver, 

and 18kt gold, $4,500; at 
Irit Design, 310-383-5566.

ME & RO 
Diamond and 18kt 

gold, $4,550; 
meandrojewelry

.com.

CYNTHIA 
BACH

18kt gold, $32,500; 
at select Neiman 
Marcus stores.

CATHY 
WATERMAN 

Diamond, platinum, 
and 22kt gold, 

$43,700; at Barneys 
New York.

http://meandrojewelry.com
http://meandrojewelry.com


 SOLAR ESCAPE a beautiful show of hands.

 NEW HandDrink™ Hand Cream with Broad Spectrum SPF 15
LEARN MORE & FIND A TRUSTED JANE IREDALE PARTNER TODAY AT JANEIREDALE.COM

http://JANEIREDALE.COM


COLOR 
POP!
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Think outside the ordinary. 
Shop a spectrum of sassy specs

Acetate, 
Moscot, $240; 
moscot.com.

Nylon-based plastic, 
Calvin Klein, $165; 

marchon.com for stores.

Zyl, 
Valentino, 

$275; 
valentino

.com.

Plastic, ICU 
Eyewear, 
$24; icu
eyewear

.com.

Acetate, 
Brooklyn 

Spectacles, 
$195; brooklyn
spectacles.com 

for stores.

Plastic, 
Eyebobs, $75; 
eyebobs.com.

http://moscot.com
http://marchon.com
http://valentino.com
http://valentino.com
http://eyewear.com
http://eyewear.com
http://brooklynspectacles.com
http://eyebobs.com
http://brooklynspectacles.com


http://nymbrands.com
http://youngsurvival.org
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FOR THE PLANE
Sweats? No way. Flying with 
colleagues means stepping 

up your game. Go for polished 
separates that are secretly comfort-

able, like a cozy turtleneck and 
relaxed printed pants. Swap out 

casual sneaks for cute flats.
Coat Wool, Lands’ End, $169 (14W–
26W); landsend.com. Turtleneck

Cashmere-cotton, Jessica London, $30 
(12–24) or $35 (26/28–32); fullbeauty

.com. Pants Polyester-spandex, Eloquii, 
$88 (14–24); eloquii.com. Bag Leather, 
Joanna Maxham, $695; joannamaxham

.com. Headphones Urbanears, $60; urban
ears.com. Suitcase Nylon, Victorinox 

Swiss Army, $290; swissarmy.com. 
Flats Leather, Banana Republic, $118; 

at select Banana Republic stores.

FOR A CONFERENCE, 
THEN COCKTAILS

A sleek moto jacket gives 
structure to a flirty black 

dress. Wear it zipped during 
the day, then slip it off and 
add a statement necklace 
when the clock strikes 6. 

Jacket Faux leather and rayon, Ashley 
Stewart, $50 (12–24); ashleystewart
.com. Dress Polyester-rayon, Calvin 
Klein, $100 (14W–22W); macys.com. 
Watch Stainless steel, Citizen Watch, 
$350; citizenwatch.com. Necklace 

(inset) Glass, acrylic, and metal, 
BaubleBar, $58; baublebar.com. Tablet 

case (inset) Synthetic with leather 
trim, Tumi, $395; tumi.com. Pumps
Patent leather, Stuart Weitzman, $398; 

at Stuart Weitzman, 212-750-2555. 

FOR A POWER LUNCH
The beauty of a black-and-white 

motif? It’s graphic yet versatile. Bal-
ance the volume of a boxy coat with 
slim-fit trousers, and grab a sump-
tuous scarf to lend color. (Bonus: 

It doubles as a throw on the flight.)
Coat Cotton, Marina Rinaldi, $725 

(12–24); at Marina Rinaldi, 212-734-4333. 
Pants Cotton-nylon, Fashion to Figure, 
$25 (1X–3X); ftf.com. Necklace Gold 

plate, R.J. Graziano, $45; rjgraziano
.com. Bangles Gold fill with labradorite 

or moonstone, Margaret Elizabeth, 
$88; charmandchain.com. Sunglasses 

(in hand) Cellulose acetate, Warby 
Parker, $95; warbyparker.com. 

Bag Joanna Maxham. Wrap Cashmere, 
White + Warren, $298; whiteand

warren.com. Flats Banana Republic.

DON’T 
FORGET ...

The hour-
glass 

silhouette 
is sexy yet 
demure. 

Traveling for work? No need to overstuff a suitcase. Pack these easy mix-and-match 
pieces for a capsule wardrobe that’ll rack up frequent style miles  EDITED BY ERIN SUMWALT

Business Class
GR E AT  S T Y L E  H A S  NO  S I Z E

Charging clutch 
Forget having to ask for 

an extra outlet mid-
meeting. Plug your de-

vice into this sleek pouch 
with a built-in battery 
for up to four charges. 

Patent leather, the Mighty 
Purse by H & Butler, 

$85; handbag-butler.com.

Eye mask
Apply eye cream, slip on 
this supersoft mask, and 
check out in total luxury.

Cashmere, Armand 
Diradourian, $115 
(includes pouch); 

armanddiradourian.com.

Worldmate app
Consolidate booking
info (flights, hotels, 

rental cars) and meet-
ings to get one central-
ized itinerary that can 

sync with LinkedIn.
Free; available on iTunes 

and Google Play. 

Sprayology Travel 
Essentials Set

Ward off jet lag, insomnia, 
and nasty colds with a 
few spritzes of these 
vitamin- and mineral-
packed oral sprays.

$70; sprayology.com.

For more expert packing tips, go to instyle.com/travelessentials

http://landsend.com
http://fullbeauty.com
http://fullbeauty.com
http://eloquii.com
http://joannamaxham.com
http://joannamaxham.com
http://urbanears.com
http://swissarmy.com
http://ashleystewart.com
http://ashleystewart.com
http://macys.com
http://citizenwatch.com
http://baublebar.com
http://tumi.com
http://ftf.com
http://rjgraziano.com
http://rjgraziano.com
http://charmandchain.com
http://warbyparker.com
http://whiteandwarren.com
http://handbag-butler.com
http://armanddiradourian.com
http://sprayology.com
http://instyle.com/travelessentials
http://urbanears.com
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ALLERGY TESTED  PARABEN FREE

BANISH DRY SKIN
EVEN RELIEVE ECZEMA

169% Immediate Improvement in Hydration*

Instantly Absorbed Whipped Texture

Long-lasting Moisture from Head to Toe

ULTRA REPAIR® CREAM FACTS

Get free samples of Ultra Repair Cream at



http://sherwin-williams.com/color


sherwin-williams.com/emerald

Your walls have nothing to be shy about with our
single greatest work, EmeraldTM paint by Sherwin-Williams. 

LET YOUR
WALLS FLOWER.
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Nylon-polyester, 
Victoria’s Secret, 

$68; victorias
secret.com.

L I N G E R I E  T R E N D S

Nylon-spandex, 
ThirdLove, $55; 
thirdlove.com.

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E . . .

PRETTY 
T-SHIRT BRA
Not only is 
ThirdLove’s 24/7 
T-shirt bra invisi-
ble under tops 
(including clingy 
winter knits), but 
it’s pretty cute too. 
Sleek memory foam 
cups are laminated 
with the brand’s 
TruForm fabric for 
smooth, seamless 
support, while 
dainty pleated 
straps and gold-
toned hardware 
add a seductive 
wink. The bra also 
comes in half sizes 
for a gape- and 
bulge-free fit. 

Find the ONE
Vintage-style teddies possess hidden charms. Crafted from feminine satin 

and lace, they double as sultry layering pieces. “Balance their delicate mood with 
something masculine like wide-leg trousers and a blazer—very boardroom to 

bedroom,” says Jennifer Zuccarini, founder and creative director of Fleur du Mal 

Nylon mesh, 
Relique, $164; 

relique.us.
Lycra, La 

Perla, $354; 
laperla.com. 

Polyamide-
spandex, 

Eres, $580; 
net-a-porter

.com.

Polyester, 
Stella 

McCartney, 
$200; stella

mccartney.com.

Satin 
charmeuse, 

Fleur du Mal, 
$350; fleur
dumal.com.

http://victoriassecret.com
http://thirdlove.com
http://relique.us
http://laperla.com
http://net-a-porter.com
http://net-a-porter.com
http://stellamccartney.com
http://fleurdumal.com
http://victoriassecret.com
http://fleurdumal.com
http://stellamccartney.com


PUT YOUR LIPS FIRST™

IT’S LITERALLY THE BALM, LADIES!

Keep them looking youthful with 

New 
dual-ended 
hydration lock

Discover new ChapStick® dual-ended hydration lock
in the cough and cold aisle. 
Read what 9,000 consumers are saying 
about ChapStick® hydration lock on birchbox.com

NATURAL BUTTERS 
INSTANTLY SMOOTH AND CONDITION

AGE-DEFYING FORMULA
PLUS ANTIOXIDANT COQ10

©2015 Pfi zer, Inc.

 FASTER
THAN ANY OTHER SKIN.

http://birchbox.com
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What exactly is the difference
between want and need?

®
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This month’s most irresistible 
and positively affordable fashion finds

Deals&
STEALS

your LOOK

“Add 
polish and 

warmth to casual 
winter whites 

with this blush-
colored coat.”

—LAUREN CIACCIA, 
fashion assistant

BRIGHTEN UP 
 Treat a rosy topper as 
a neutral and punctu-
ate with neon accents 
to conjure a cheerful 

vibe on cold days. 
Gold metallic sneakers 

bring extra heat. 

$80
Mohair-blend 

sweater, H&M; 
hm.com.

$80
Leather 

skirt, Mango; 
mango.com.

$190
Polyester-
wool coat, 

Oasis; oasis-
stores.com.

$50
Wool-nylon 

sweater, 
Lou & Grey; 

loft.com.

$98
Corduroy 

pants, J. Crew; 
jcrew.com.

$70
Leather slip-ons, 
H&M; hm.com.

$70
Acrylic-cotton 

sweater, RD Style; 
zappos.com.

$28
Gold-toned ring, 

BaubleBar; 
baublebar.com.

http://hm.com
http://mango.com
http://oasis-stores.com
http://oasis-stores.com
http://loft.com
http://jcrew.com
http://hm.com
http://zappos.com
http://baublebar.com


FOLK TALES
Winter wonderland 

knits can be cool: Just 
toss on a dramatic 

bracelet-sleeve coat 
and delicate jewelry 
for a look that skews 

more normcore 
chic than Grandma’s 

greatest hits.  
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“Structured 
but with a hint 
of slouch, this 

bag can do work 
and weekends.”

—THOMAS WALLER, 
accessories 

editor

your LOOK DEALS & STEALS $28
Gold-toned necklace, 

Sabine; piperlime.com.

$150
Wool-blend 
skirt, Club 

Monaco; club
monaco.com.

$50
Denim jeans, 

American 
Eagle 

Outfitters; 
ae.com.

$248
Wool-polyester 

coat, the Limited 
Collection Inspired 

by Scandal; 
thelimited.com.

$119
Mohair-blend 

sweater,
Ann Taylor; 
anntaylor

.com.

$75
Get an additional 
20% off at instyle

.com/deals 
Wool-blend scarf, 
Bindya New York; 
chictweak.com.

$55
Denim 

shirt, Gap; 
gap.com.

$45
Faux-leather bag, 

Sole Society; 
solesociety.com.

http://piperlime.com
http://monaco.com
http://ae.com
http://thelimited.com
http://anntaylor.com
http://anntaylor.com
http://instyle.com/deals
http://instyle.com/deals
http://chictweak.com
http://gap.com
http://solesociety.com
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GET IT FOR FREE AT COZI.COM

COZI FAMILY ORGANIZER IS AVAILABLE IN ITUNES, 
GOOGLE PLAY, WINDOWS, AND AMAZON APP STORES

in iTunes® and Google Play™

Life happens outside the kitchen. 
So why are all the crucial details 
at home on the fridge? Get Cozi—
the must-have app for the family.

•   Keep track of everyone’s schedules 
and activities, all in one place

•   Share grocery, chore, and to-do lists 
in real time

•   Access and update from any mobile 
device or computer

YOUR FAMILY ORGANIZER 
SHOULD BE AS MOBILE 
AS YOU ARE.

http://COZI.COM


Also at Beauty.com & Pharmaca Stores

est.1995

PORE SHRINKING
SKIN SMOOTHING
LEAVE ON EXFOLIANT
CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT EVEN FOR ONE DAY

Get your 2-week $9 trial size today

800.831.4088 | PaulasChoice.com/trial

WITHOUT

CAN’T LIVE

http://Beauty.com
http://PaulasChoice.com/trial


5 Ways to 
Upgrade Your 

Rear View

Forget about breaking 
the Internet—instead, 
learn to value your 
own assets with 
these expert tips 
and tricks 
BY HANNAH MORRILL
PHOTOGRAPHED BY 
MICAELA ROSSATO

THE
BOO

TYCHALLE N G E
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Bottom line: Twenty-nine percent of InStyle.com readers say they’re after a butt like Jennifer 
Lopez’s. Tracy Anderson, her trainer, can give it to you. Here, she breaks down the four exercises 
at the core of the singer’s workout. “Aim for 30 reps of each move, then switch sides,” she says. 
Oh, and do them at least five days a week. Love don’t cost a thing, but a toned bum does.

LOOKING 
BACK

1926
Josephine Baker

slips into a banana 
skirt to shake it at 

Paris’s Folies 
Bergère cabaret 

music hall.

194 6
Micheline 
Bernardini

dares to bare the very 
first bikini, a high-cut 
G-string by designer 

Louis Réard.

Single-leg
swing-backs
Start on your hands and knees 
and place one hand on your hip. 
Rest the instep of your opposite 
foot on the ground before push-
ing that leg straight up and back. 
Point the foot as the knee fully 
extends. Bend the knee and 
return to starting position.

Single-arm knee 
pull to extension
Start with one hand on the floor 
and one hand on your hip. Bring 
the knee up beside your body to 
hip height, then extend it back to 
a fully straightened leg. The heel 
of your extended leg should rise 
above the glute muscle of your 
opposite side. Bend the leg back 
and return to starting position.

Seated leg extension
Start with hands on the floor and all 
your weight on one hip. Extend the 
bottom leg across the top so that 
your foot is flat and your knee is 
bent. Unfold your crossed leg as you 
roll onto your supporting knee. Ex-
tend your working leg straight back 
behind you. Bend your working leg 
and return to starting position.

Alternating arm 
side kick 
Kneel with your supporting hand 
on your thigh and the other hand 
on the floor. Move your support-
ing hand to the floor and lift the 
other hand slightly. Extend the 
working leg out to the side. Pull 
the knee back into the body and 
return to starting position.

POP THE TRUNK  M I S S I O N  #1

To see these moves in action, visit instyle.com/booty

http://InStyle.com
http://instyle.com/booty
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1 Show off an 
athletic bod
A printed waistband and 
bold graphic logo call attention 
to the results of your countless 
squats and lifts.
Polyester-spandex, Nike, $60; 
nike.com.

2 Pad a pancake butt
Well-placed seaming and an 
ultra-thick spandex blend give a 
sagging backside a subtle lift.
Supplex, Outdoor Voices, $100; 
outdoorvoices.com.

3 Suck it all in
Compression fabric gives you a 
Spanx-like silhouette, minus 
movement restriction—these 
beauties fit like a second skin.
Luxtreme, Lululemon, $98; 
lululemon.com.

4 Mask a muffin top 
The wide waistband sits high on 
the hips to slim love handles.
Nylon-spandex, C9 Champion, 
$35; target.com.

Perking up your posterior takes work. But that doesn’t mean it can’t be fun. Start with some 
Instagram inspiration, then hit the floor with this routine from fitness pro Tracy Anderson. 

BE BOOTYLICIOUS AT THE GYM
If you’re Lopez, you can get away with any old leggings. As for the rest of us, 

cue in to these workout duds that suit every bottom.

2

4

1

3

19 4 9
Marilyn Monroe

defines booty beauty 
in a baby blue two-
piece at the Palm 

Springs Racquet Club.

195 5
Bettie Page

is named “Queen of 
Pinups”—along with 

her bangs and 
her ample backside.

1964
André Courrèges

cuts a skirt above 
the knee, thus creating 

one of the world’s 
first minis in his boutique 

in London.

1969
Mary Quant

takes hems even 
higher—and makes 
bums even bolder—
with the unveiling of 

her hot-pants design.

GET SOME
#BUTTSPO

Need a push to get yourself 
up and squatting? Follow 

these distinguished derrières 
on Instagram.

@jenselter

@bikinitush

@hannahbronfman

When 
choosing the 

perfect pair, consider 
the blend of fabrics. 

Spandex and polyester will 
hold its shape, whereas a 

spandex-and-cotton 
combo is likely 

to sag.

http://www.nike.com
http://outdoorvoices.com
http://lululemon.com
http://target.com
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EATYOUR WAY TO A BETTER BUTT

1978
Queen

releases “Fat 
Bottomed Girls,” 

declaring that they 
“make the rocking 
world go round.”

1987
Greg Smithey
helps housewives 

everywhere achieve 
“Buns of Steel”

with his exuberant 
fitness video.

1992
Sir Mix-A-Lot

releases “Baby Got 
Back” and refuses to 

lie about the fact 
that he, indeed, likes 

big butts.

1999
Nicole Kidman

strips down as Alice 
Harford in Eyes Wide 

Shut, co-starring 
Tom Cruise.

Cronuts and cake pops go right to your rear—and not in a good way. But small diet 
tweaks can help sync the ratio of muscle to fat. Here’s how to get it right.

  M I S S I O N  #2

Lean in to protein 
Eating a serving of lean protein like 
chicken, turkey, or eggs with your 
meal not only helps build muscle 
but also reduces your chances of 
storing fat, because it stabilizes 
blood sugar, says nutritionist Chris-
tine Avanti. “Bonus points for fish 
like wild salmon, which contains 
fat-burning omega-3s,” she says.

Get a healthy fat fix
Monounsaturated fats—like those 
in nuts, olive oil, and avocados—
help to rev up your blood flow, 
which prevents fat pockets from 
forming. And in case you haven’t 
noticed, coconut oil is the fat du 
jour. “Your body burns a lot of cal-
ories breaking down the fatty-acid 
chains in coconut oil, so you store 
fewer calories overall,” Avanti says. 
“It’s a powerful metabolic fat; plus, 
we all love the taste.”

Cut those carbs
There’s a reason white bread 
and doughy pasta have a suspi-
ciously similar texture to the soft 
parts of your bod. “Processed 
carbs turn easily to fat and cause 
bloat,” says Avanti. Instead, 
choose whole grains and vegeta-
bles like brown rice, sweet pota-
toes, and quinoa. And go easy: 
“A fist is a good measurement for 
carb portions,” she says.

Take citrus seriously
Blood can get a little sedentary 
in the rear, for obvious 
reasons. Grapefruits, oranges, 
tomatoes, lemons, and limes 
boost circulation, which helps 
ward off cellulite.

SWAP OUT YOUR LATTE
Whipped, drizzled, and spiked coffee drinks 

contain sugars and fats that are likely to 
linger on your hips. This zesty coconut-water 

blend from superfood expert David Wolfe 
helps take it off, thanks to fat-burning, 

metabolism-revving additions. Toss 
ingredients into a high-powered blender, like 
the NutriBullet RX ($200; nutribulletrx.com), 

and say so long to your Starbucks barista.

12 fl. oz. chilled Gynostemma 
tea or coconut water

1 cup pineapple chunks, 
fresh or frozen

2 unpeeled organic clementines
1–2 leaves organic chard or spinach

2 tbsp lemon juice
1 tbsp hemp seed

Blend all ingredients to 
desired texture.

Coconut 
water helps 

control weight and 
maintain healthy 

blood-sugar 
levels, says 

Wolfe.

http://nutribulletrx.com


http://alternahaircare.com
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ERA SE UNWANTED TATS
Zap your ex’s initials. Picosure (starting 

at $300/session; picosure.com) tackles areas 
where your skin is thickest—we’re looking at 

you, backside—by using bursts of light 
to shatter tattoo pigment. Bonus: The 

practically pain-free procedure is effective 
in just three treatments.

The Option

Elemis 
Skin Brush
How it works Rub the 
stiff bristles on dry 
skin to stimulate cir-
culation, which loos-
ens cellulite deposits.
Frequency Use as 
needed, but beware 
that results last only 
about a day.
Cost $45; 
timetospa.com
Effectiveness

❤

The Option

Adonia LegTone
How it works The plant 
stem cells in this cream 
can help firm cottage-
cheese skin, says plastic 
surgeon Anthony Youn.
Frequency Use daily 
for three to four weeks.
Cost $129; 
adonialegtone.com
Effectiveness
❤❤

The Option

Wellbox
How it works The at-
home device activates 
fat breakdown. “It repli-
cates what we use in-
office,” says Dr. Youn.
Frequency 30 minutes 
every two days, as 
needed.
Cost $1,500; 
us.wellbox.com
Effectiveness
❤❤❤

The Option

Cellulaze
How it works A small 
incision is made in-
office, allowing a laser 
to snip fibrous bands. 
“It’s invasive, but results 
last for up to three 
years,” says Dr. Youn.
Frequency 1 visit.
Cost Starts at $5,000; 
cellulaze.com
Effectiveness
❤❤❤❤

F A K E  A  F L A W L E S S  T U S H
Want to wow on a beach weekend? Follow these 
steps from Linda Hay, the self-tanning pro who con-
tours the backsides of the Victoria’s Secret Angels.

1 Get some color 
“Mist your butt and legs with a self-
tanning spray for a base,” Hay says. 
Bliss’s tinted Hide and Glow Sleek
formula ($38; blissworld.com) 
contains light-diffusing pearls that 
mask silvery stretch marks.

2 Slim the sides
Apply a self-tanner one shade darker 
than your base color down the sides 
of your legs from hips to knees to 
make your butt stand out. Hay likes 
St. Tropez ($35; sephora.com).

3 Highlight them apples 
Dusting a glimmering powder like 
MAC Prep + Prime Skin 
Smoother ($30; maccosmetics
.com) on the roundest parts of 
your cheeks makes ’em look full.

4 Blot out blemishes
A few dabs of Kevyn Aucoin’s 
Sensual Skin Enhancer ($48; 
neimanmarcus.com) camouflages 
bruises or buttne (hey, it happens 
to the best of us).

2000
Jennifer Lopez
lets her assets take 

center stage in a 
sheer green Versace 

at the Grammys.

2001
Destiny’s Child

releases the unofficial 
rear-end anthem: 

“Bootylicious.”

BEAUTIFY YOUR BACKSIDE
Hours on a spin bike can’t tackle every imperfection. Thankfully, we’ve uncovered 

a few foolproof ways to smooth out any remaining wobbly bits.

  M I S S I O N  #3

SNUB 
CELLULITE

2005
Black Eyed Peas

débuts “My Humps,” which 
praises breasts and—you 

guessed it—behinds.

http://picosure.com
http://timetospa.com
http://adonialegtone.com
http://us.wellbox.com
http://cellulaze.com
http://blissworld.com
http://sephora.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://neimanmarcus.com
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C H O O S E  T H E 
P E R F E C T  N U D E

If they don’t match your skin, 
nude thongs can look jarring 

and show through light-colored 
clothing. Nubian Skin’s laser-

cut versions come in four 
shades of brown, which means 
primping for your “belfie” just 

got a little more seamless.

To plump a flat seat

The Bubbles Body-
wear Retro Panty

Believable chicken-cutlet-style 
inserts to adjust the size of 
your backside? Yes, please.

Bubbles Bodywear, $55; 
lovemybubbles.com.

To minimize an ample tush

The Spanx 
Undie-tectable Brief

Squeezes it in without 
the bulky fabric. Plus, 

it’s every bit as flirtatious 
as your skimpy lingerie.

Spanx, $24; spanx.com.

To hide hefty haunches

The HookedUp 
Shaper Suit

Attaches to your bra to reduce 
bumps and rolls from the mid-
back down. Hello, hourglass.

HookedUp Shapewear, $58; 
hookedupshapewear.com.

SHAPE UP 
To lift a 
droopy rear
The 
Triumph 
High-Waist 
Bottom
Kiss boring, 
flesh-toned 
shaping shorts 
good-bye. Not 
only are these 
lacy lifters, made 
of durable power 
mesh, straight-
up sultry, but 
they also tackle 
muffin top.
Triumph, $56; 
us.triumph.com.

2006
Jennifer Aniston

fictitiously splits from 
Vince Vaughn in The 

Break-Up and bares it 
all in the process—
sans butt double.

2011
Pippa Middleton

turns heads at 
the royal wedding. 

“Recognition has its 
upside, downside, and 
backside,” she joked.

2013
Miley Cyrus

twerks it out with 
Robin Thicke at 

MTV’s Video Music 
Awards.

Nubian Skin, $14; 
nubianskin.com.

RETHINK WHAT LIES BENEATH
OK, so bottoms don’t exactly need bras, but that doesn’t mean they couldn’t use a little love. 

  M I S S I O N  #4

S H O W  S O M E  C H E E K
A shape that cuts midcheek 

makes every butt look better, 
says Fleur du Mal designer 

Jennifer Zuccarini. Also consider 
the rise: “Full-figured women 

should go for a high-waist style, 
while someone with a boyish 

figure looks best in a low-rise.”

Everyday 
Undie 

Upgrade

Fleur du Mal, $65; fleurdumal.com.

http://lovemybubbles.com
http://spanx.com
http://hookedupshapewear.com
http://us.triumph.com
http://nubianskin.com
http://fleurdumal.com


OMG!
The DivaCup… Brilliant!

Say goodbye to tampons and pads
Switch to The DivaCup

divacup.com

http://divacup.com
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2014
Nicki Minaj

drops “Anaconda,” 
which quickly becomes the 

arse anthem of the year.

2014
Kim Kardashian

“breaks the Internet” 
with her bum-
bearing Paper

magazine cover.

2014
Iggy Azalea

appears in Lopez’s 
“Booty” video, which 

takes the cake for 
most wiggling rears in 

a four-minute clip.

For a 
round butt …

Paige
This tough stretch fabric 
stays taut through days 
in the office and nights 
on the dance floor, and 

then all over again.
Paige Denim, $179; 

nordstrom.com.

For a small butt …
James

Clever back-pocket darts 
highlight the body’s 

natural curves, and a 
contoured waistband 
with a high-back rise 
creates the illusion 

of additional cushion.
James Jeans, $180; 

jamesjeans.us.

For a flat butt …
Siwy 

The deep V-shaped seam 
along the back of the 

jeans hugs the body and 
perks up that pancake.

Siwy Denim, $174; 
revolveclothing.com.

INVEST IN JEAN-IOUS DENIM
Ill-fitting indigos shouldn’t come between you 

and great-looking glutes. A good rule of thumb? 
“Check the tag for 70 percent cotton and 

30 percent poly-spandex blend,” says Paige 
designer Paige Adam-Gellers. “This combo 
will keep its shape longest.” Here, the blues 

that’ll make the best of your backside.

DRESS FOR YOUR REAR  M I S S I O N  #5

For a 
plump butt …

MiH
Cotton yarn is encircled 

with spring stretch fibers 
that bounce back stronger 
the harder they’re pulled.

MiH Jeans, $230; 
mih-jeans.com.

http://nordstrom.com
http://jamesjeans.us
http://revolveclothing.com
http://mih-jeans.com


R O C K 
H E E L S  F O R 
Y O U R  B E H I N D 
“High heels put you 
on a pedestal,” says shoe 
designer Brian Atwood. 
“They make your legs 
and butt feel stronger 
and tighter and change 
the way you walk.” Here, 
his top tips.

1 If the shoe fits, wear 
it Just make sure the 
shoes actually fit. You 

should be able to walk fairly 
naturally, and not like a 
giraffe. “No one looks good 
when their feet hurt,” he 
says. If the heel slips or the 
toe pinches—even if they’re 
on major sale—it’s a no-go.

2 Get tipped off 
There’s just some-
thing about a pointy 

toe that makes the butt 
look great. “It’s all about 
the contrast of soft and 
sharp,” he says. 

3 Mind the back Since 
heels make your pos-
ture a focal point, 

the rear of your shoes 
should be as pretty as 
the front. Atwood 
favors straight 
and linear, not 
overly busy, 
which can 
distract 
from 
your 
shape.

If you’re athletic like
Lupita Nyong’o
For figures that are muscular both on the 
top and the bottom, you’ve got to focus on 
breaking up that silhouette. Consider color-
blocking with brights or a graphic black-
and-white contrast. As for length, a midi-
dress draws the eye up from your calf to 
your back in a long, lean line.

If you’re petite like 
Jamie Chung
Go for shapes that won’t overwhelm a small 
frame, like a flared mini that kicks out in 
the back and draws attention in the right 
way. Also, be sure to define your waist, which 
helps highlight volume below. Bright colors 
like cobalt, fuchsia, or peony on the lower 
half are also a fun, subtle way for petites to 
highlight their backsides.

If you’re curvy like Beyoncé
A monochromatic look is super-flattering on 
a shapely figure—think neutrals, all black, 
or one gorgeous, bright hue. A boxy top or a 
little leather jacket paired with a 
slim skirt also works well 
because it balances 
out the body-con fit 
of the bottom half.

JAMIE CHUNG BEYONCÉ

Stop hiding under long, slouchy shirts
and start embracing your assets.

MASTER YOUR PROPORTIONS
Before you get dressed in the morning, learn to ace it by taking 

figure-flattery tips from these booty-conscious babes.

LUPITA 
NYONG’O

Snakeskin 
pumps, Brian 

Atwood, 
$650; 

brianatwood
.com.

REPORTED BY JENNIFER FERRISE, STEPHANIE RUSHIA, AND CLAIRE STERN

http://brianatwood.com
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Some products temporarily coat thinning hair. 
Women’s ROGAINE® Foam gets to the root of 
the problem. Reactivating inactive follicles 
from the inside out. Apply once a day to 
regrow hair, restore body and revive volume.

Regrows new hair up to 
   48% thicker**

Proven to regrow hair in 
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JENNIFER
LOPEZ

GWYNETH 
PALTROW

JENNIFER 
HUDSON

MICHELLE 
DOCKERY

SOFIA
VERGARAM

A
X 

M
AR

A

LOOK
OF THE 

MOMENT

RED MY LIPS
Like cropped tops with high-waist 
pencil skirts, the sexy combo of cherry 
lips and long lashes never fails to rack 
up Likes. To make Jennifer Lopez’s 
eyes pop, makeup artist Mary Phillips 
brushed several coats of mascara over 
the top lashes and skimmed the 
bottom ones before layering on the lip 
color. “I started with lip liner, then 
mixed orange-based and blue-based 
lipsticks straight from the tube to 
create the perfect shade of red,” she 
says. Blotting is key: A matte finish 
boosts the drama—and helps ensure 
the color stands up to your kale salad. 

L’ORÉAL PARIS 
Colour Riche Lip Liner in Always 

Red, $9; drugstore.com. 
MAC COSMETICS 
Lipstick in Lady Danger 

and Ruby Woo, $16 each; 
maccosmetics.com. 

http://drugstore.com
http://maccosmetics.com
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BEAUTY

What’s short, tousled, and 
worn all over the red carpet? 

Could be your next major chop\
BY ANGELIQUE SERRANO

FREIDA
PINTO

MIRANDA
LAMBERT

EMMA 
STONE

KRISTEN
WIIG

HALLE
BERRY

ASHLEY
BENSON

ANATOMY 
OF AN

It Cut
LILY
COLLINS

JANUARY
JONES

Warning: 
Pics may cause 

major hair 
envy. Details 

for your stylist 
inside! 



BEAUTY IT CUT
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what to tell YOUR STYLIST
How about you don’t open with “I love my long hair and cry whenever I get a trim”? This universally 

flattering lob can be tweaked to suit your personality and your texture (if your hair is superthick, for example, 
you may need more layers). So stay calm and snip on. 

The 
Length

The tips of your 
long bob can 

hang somewhere 
between your 

chin and collar-
bone. “Edgier 
versions are 
more gradu-

ated,” says Kate 
Mara’s stylist 
Mara Roszak. 
“But if you go 
that route, the 
difference in 

length should be 
subtle—we’re 
talking maybe 

1 inch. You 
shouldn’t be 

able to tell right 
away that the 
hair is shorter 

in back.”

The 
Layers

They must be like 
the Spanx under 
a bias-cut gown: 
invisible. “Create 
too many choppy 

layers and this 
cut can turn into 
the Rachel,” says 

Roszak. “The 
whole idea is that 

it’s mostly one 
length but still 
has movement 
thanks to the 

texture.” As with 
your foundation, 

the secret is 
to blend.

The 
Texture

There’s a reason 
we call rumpled, 
mussed-up hair 
bedhead. That 

lived-in look with 
bends and waves 

is what makes 
the cut really 

sexy and modern, 
says Ciara’s 
stylist Cesar 

Ramirez.

The 
Ends

This cut works 
just fine with 
blunt tips, but 

“shattered, 
asymmetrical 

ends—so long as 
they’re well 

blended—give it 
that haphazard, 
effortless vibe,” 
says Kristin Ess, 
who has worked 
with Halle Berry 

and Lauren 
Conrad. (Raise 

your hand if you 
don’t want to 

look like a 
try-hard.)

KATE
MARA

Julianne Hough
That summer she 
had her leading 
man (you remem-
ber Ryan Seacrest), 
a lead role (maybe 
you remember 
Safe Haven), and a 
chic new lob that’s 
still making an 
appearance. 

T R A J E C T O R Y 
O F  A  T R E N D
While girls the world 
over were popping 
out of blow-dry bars 
with long cookie-
cutter curls, these 
tress-setters helped 
flip the script.  

Karlie Kloss
The model devi-
ated from the 
Victoria’s Secret 
Angel playbook 
of bra-grazing 
blowouts with 
the Chop and 
promptly 
ascended into 
our Instagrams.

Alexa Chung 
This author 
and It girl 
was working 
a spin on 
the It cut 
before we
all knew “it” 
was even 
happening. 

FEB. ’08 NOV. ’12SEPT. ’12

CHOP TO IT!
Click through our salon 

guide at instyle.com/
beautyblackbook to book 
yourself an appointment. 
We tested every spot to 
spare you PTSD (post-

traumatic styling 
disorder). 

http://instyle.com/beautyblackbook
http://instyle.com/beautyblackbook
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there’s more than ONE DIRECTION
Still think a cut above the shoulders spells b-o-r-i-n-g? Drop the extensions: A hot tool and styling spray are all you need to 

channel a sophisticated minimalist one day, a boho beach girl or an Old Hollywood siren the next. Save the pony for spin class.

ROSE
BYRNE FREIDA 

PINTO
TAYLOR
SWIFT

See one staffer shed more than 10 inches of hair and reveal her new lob at instyle.com/itcut

Sleek
The tools Even on 
your most dexterous 
day, you may need more 
than a round brush and 
blow-dryer to flatten 
strands into glossy sub-
mission. Grab a hot iron, 
plus a shine spray or 
conditioning mist to play 
up that glassy effect.
The technique This 
graphic look starts with 
a “striking” center part. 
After a blowout, the key 
is getting the flatiron as 
close to the roots as pos-
sible, says Byrne’s pro 
Blake Burkholder. “Drag 
it down to the ends for 
that strong, blunt finish.” 
Serge Normant Meta Revive 
Dry Conditioner, $25; at 
Nordstrom. Harry Josh Pro 
Tools Ceramic Styling Iron, 
$250; dermstore.com. 

Tousled
The tools You want a 
flatiron with curved 
edges (all the better to 
make round shapes) 
and texturizing spray.
The technique Hit 
wet hair with textur-
izer, then make like 
the ’80s and scrunch 
while drying. Take 
about 1-inch sections, 
and use the iron to 
create S-shaped 
bends throughout the 
length of each. You 
can alternate the 
flatiron with a curling 
iron to vary the 
texture, as did Pinto’s 
pro Johnny Lavoy.
Ghd Classic 1" Styler, 
$185; sephora.com. L’Oréal 
Paris Advanced Hairstyle 
Txt It Tousle Waves Spray, 
$5; drugstore.com.

Curly 
The tools You could 
get away with just a 
curling iron and some 
hairspray, but pin-
curling with bobbies can 
be like taking out an 
insurance policy on your 
look. It helps set curls 
so they don’t collapse 
at the first light breeze. 
The technique Start 
curling strands around 
eye level. After remov-
ing each section from 
the iron, try wrapping it 
back up around fingers 
and pinning the curl to 
your scalp. Let your 
hair cool completely, 
then shake it out.  
RickyCare Bobbies, $6/50; 
rickysnyc.com. Gold ’N 
Hot 1" Professional Rose 
Gold Spring Curling Iron, 
$40; folica.com.

Ciara Her ends 
seem to rise 
and fall faster 
than the Dow 
Jones, but 
when stylist 
Cesar Ramirez 
snipped them 
short in 2013, 
we took stock 
in the trend.

Beyoncé
The only thing 
that made 
Bey’s Grammy 
lob cooler 
was the wet 
finish she 
gave it for her 
Drunk in Love
performance. 
#Flawless

Lauren 
Conrad The 
author–de-
signer–beauty
blogger made 
the cut after 
a few weeks, 
snip sessions, 
and hundreds 
of thousands 
of Likes.

NOV. ’13 JAN. ’14 OCT. ’14 DEC. ’14

Alexa Chung
Still need 
proof this 
style has legs? 
See Chung’s 
Lob 2.0. Over 
the years the 
length varied, 
but never did 
the effortless 
attitude. 

http://instyle.com/itcut
http://dermstore.com
http://sephora.com
http://drugstore.com
http://rickysnyc.com
http://folica.com


RESOLVE TO 
REFRESH
WITH AQUAFINA
Make your new year’s resolution 
pledge at Aquafi na.com and you’ll 
be entered to win one of these 
incredible giveaways.

8 GRAND PRIZE WINNERS 
will receive a trip for two to Miami Beach, 

plus a spa package, golf, dinner at a top 

restaurant and $1,000 spending money.

THOUSANDS MORE WILL RECEIVE 
refreshing prizes like fi tness or yoga classes, 

work out gear, gift cards and much more!

ENTER NOW AT 
AQUAFINA.COM

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Internet Access Required. To enter, visit www.Aquafi na.com (the “Website”) and follow the instructions to complete and 
submit an entry. Multiple drawing dates apply (see Offi cial Rules). Sweepstakes open only to legal residents of the U.S. residing in the 50 U.S. or D.C. 
who are 18 years of age (19 in AL or NE) or older at the time of entry. Limit one (1) entry per person/email address/household per Day. Sweepstakes 
subject to the Offi cial Rules available at Website. Sweepstakes begins 12/29/14 at 12:00:00 p.m. ET and ends 2/22/15 at 11:59:59 p.m. ET. Odds 
of winning depend on number of entries received. Void where prohibited. Sponsor: Pepsi-Cola Company, Purchase, NY 10577. 

AQUAFINA is a registered trademark of PepsiCo, Inc.
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Christy is wearing New Lash Sensational™ Full Fan Effect Mascara in Very Black. ©2015 Maybelline LLC.

SIMULATION OF PRODUCT 
RESULTS ON LASHES ENHANCED 
WITH LASH INSERTS.
M AY B E L L I N E.com

http://MAYBELLINE.com
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NEW
LASHsensational

™

FULL  FAN  EFFECT  MASCARA
Our UNIQUE FANNING BRUSH  with 
10 LAYERS OF BRISTLES. Inner bristles reach
to reveal layers of lashes. Outer bristles unfold. 
For a truly sensational full fan eff ect.

B
R

U

NEW FULL FAN
EFFECT.

SENSATIONAL
REVEAL LAYERS OF LASHES FOR THE



COLORLICIOUS
#365
ENCHANTRESS BLUSH
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Craving rich, satisfying color + lip butters? 
We have your #! Find yours in delicious 
Pinks, Plums, Reds and Nudes.
Indulge at covergirl.com/colorlicious
#ColorMeCOVERGIRL

http://covergirl.com/colorlicious


MOST 
SMURFALICIOUS

Perry might have 
felt blue after splitting 

with funnyman 
Russell Brand, but that 
wasn’t a bad thing. She 
stunned the red carpet 

in a turquoise-hued 
pompadour that 

played off her icy blue–
sequined gown. 

Instead of cherry 
ChapStick, the Cali-
fornia girl opted for 

bubble-gum lipstick.

Beauty
& the

BEATS
Some red carpets are for show-
casing elegant glamour. Others 

are for making an unforgettable 
statement. Take a look and guess 
which categories the Grammys’ 
falls into. Here’s the good, the 

better, and the downright genius 
from the past 15 years

B E S T  W A L K  O N 
T H E  W I L D  S I D E
What exactly, you 
might ask, was she 
wearing? Oh, just 
a towering blond 
leopard-painted 
flattop, cat-eye lashes, 
and hot-pink lips. 

KATY 
PERRY

2012

NICKI 
MINAJ 
2011

151
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MOST LIKELY TO INSPIRE A TWEEN
Not everyone can match her hair with 

her nails and actually look cool. Of course, 
Queen Bey pulled it off, threading 

silvery tinsel through her locks and painting 
her tips in a holographic metallic polish.

B E S T 
B A C K S I D E

If you looked beyond 
Adele’s retro waves 
and velvet-red lips, 
you’d see that the 
underside of her 

nails were painted 
radiant crimson,

a manicure inspired 
by designer Christian 

Louboutin and 
the unmistakable 

red soles that 
adorn his shoes.

Irish milliner 
Philip Treacy 
created this 

showstopping 
topper.

BEYONCÉ
2010

ADELE
2012

JENNIFER 
HUDSON

2011

6 p.m. 8 p.m.

LADY 
GAGA

2010

F A S T E S T- G R O W I N G  F R I N G E
The Dreamgirl walked the red carpet with sleek, 

streamlined strands. When it came time to 
croon a memorable tribute to Aretha Franklin, 
she sported an impromptu weft of thick bangs.

M O S T  L I K E LY  T O 
C O V E R  H E R  R O O T S

To collect her three Grammys, Lady Gaga 
busted out two unforgettable 

headpieces: a lace-front canary 
ombré wig and a sculptural 

crystal-laden hat.
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M O S T  R E F L E C T I V E
When you rake in five awards in one night—for 

best new artist and song of the year—gluing 
Swarovski crystals onto your eyelids and rocking 

a diaphanous hooded sari is only right.

BEST URBAN 
TURBAN

Call Tyrone: 
The crooner’s 

sky-high turban 
of dynamic 

dreads and gold 
glimmering skin 

went on and on. 
A slick of coppery 
lipstick, a stack of 
beaded necklaces, 

and plenty of 
piercings finished 

the look.

B E S T- D R E S S E D 
M O U T H

You do not earn the title 
Queen of Pop by playing it safe. 

Which is exactly why 
Madonna’s gilded grill, wide-

brimmed hat, and tux 
were something to 

celebrate.

B E S T  S C A L P  D E S I G N
With a swirly maze shaved into his head, Kanyeezy 

might have seemed confused about where 
he was headed—21 Grammys later and it’s clear 

he was beelining for the top. 

MADONNA
2014

ERYKAH 
BADU

1999

KANYE 
WEST

2005

ALICIA 
KEYS
2002

Yup, 
she’s got 
a grill in 
there!
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MOST LIKELY 
TO CLOWN 
AROUND
If anyone ever 
wondered whether 
Pink was the 
most badass chick 
in rock, this blue-
and-black knockout 
starburst of shadow 
and liner left 
no doubt.B E S T 

P O M P A - H A W K
We’d never seen a hairstyle 
like hers—a Mohawk-slash-

pompadour—nor had we ever 
heard a sound like hers, part 

psychedelic soul and part smooth 
R&B. One thing was for certain: 

We wanted more, 
more, more.

B E S T  U S E  O F 
D O U B L E - 

S I D E D  T A P E
Jenny from the 

block proved 
she’s also Jenny 

at the gym, 
showing off a 

flat tummy, 
lithe thighs, and 

a damn-near 
perfect booty.

M O S T  L I K E LY 
T O  T R Y  E V E R Y  T R E N D —
A L L  A T  O N C E !
What’s blond, braided, 
multicolored, and bedazzled? 
X-tina’s strands when she 
scooped up the Grammy for 
her “Lady Marmalade” collab.

JANELLE 
MONÁE

2009

JENNIFER 
LOPEZ
2000

PINK
2003

CHRISTINA 
AGUILERA
2001
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Jean shorties are 

my weekend go-to.

I like to funk up my

little black dress.

I love going Rocker Chic    

with leather, studs and

super high stilettos.

Jean shorties

my weekend

s are 

d go-to.

DEMI’S
PERIOD OR NOT.                  

3 GO-TO LOOKS                 

“With the Radiant Collection 

 from Tampax & Always 

I have the confi dence to wear

what I want, no matter what 

time of the month it is.”

WEAR WHAT YOU WANT.

e of the month it is.

WEAR WHAT YOUU WANT.

###BeBeRaadid ant



ADVERTISEMENT

Create the hottest Hollywood looks at home with these celeb-worthy essentials from ULTA

YOUR TURN TO WALK THE RED CARPET
Blipp to experience this incredible look in three simple steps:

Go for bold with this 
red-hot style. To start, prep 
strands for a sleek updo by 
reviving dry hair with Pantene 
Dry Defy Intense Hydration 
Shampoo and Conditioner, 
adding Dry Defy Velvet 
Crème Infusion before using a 
straightener. Then smooth skin 
using Olay Regenerist Micro-
Sculpting Cream to achieve a 
radiant glow. Complete the look 
by making eyes pop with soft, 
full lashes from COVERGIRL 
Full Lash Bloom Mascara 
and glossy, bold color from 
Lava Lip. And don’t forget the 
fi nishing touch, a sparkling 
smile from Crest 3D White 
Supreme FlexFit.

POP OF 
COLOR

RED 
CARPETGORGEOUS

DOWNLOAD 
BLIPPAR

FILL SCREEN 
WITH IMAGE

BLIPP IMAGE 
INTO LIFE
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“I�WILL�WEAR�
MAKEUP�
BECAUSE�

I�WANT�TO��
NOT�BECAUSE�

I�HAVE�TO�”

New Olay Regenerist 
Instant Fix Collection 

fills wrinkles, smoothes 
texture, and reduces 

the look of pores for a 
skin makeover in minutes.

Supplements your current regimen.
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Your best beautiful begins at Olay.com

http://Olay.com


NEW!

Prepare to be

blown away with

göt2b mind blowing

for PERFECT

BLOW OUTS.

USE AS A REGIMEN FOR:
 Perfect blow-outs     Heat protection     Long lasting style ©2015 Schwarzkopf & Henkel got2b.com

http://got2b.com
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Now that you have a baby—congratula-
tions—do you find your beauty regimen has 
radically changed? Not really. I have a very quick 
morning routine of showering, moisturizing, and 
throwing on a bit of concealer. If I’m going to 
work, I get up an hour earlier to hit the gym.  
It was speculated that you cut your hair short 
as a kind of pre-mom, lower-the-maintenance 
move. True? Not true? Not true. No other inspi-
ration besides being sick of pulling it back into a 
ponytail all the time! My hair was superlong from 
wearing it under wigs for so many films in a row. 
It was just time to cut it off. 
Your hairstylist has described you as game 
for almost anything. Where would you draw 
the line? I’m not precious about my hair—it’ll 
always grow back. I had a fashion mullet when I 
was 19. It was a cross between David Bowie and 
Meryl Streep in Silkwood. I was into it. Everyone 
else, not so much. But the one thing I probably 
won’t do is dye it fiery red again anytime soon. 
It’s so hard to maintain and impossible to get out.
Can you share with us the best piece of 
beauty advice your mother ever gave you? 
My mom told me to drink lots of water, and she 
has the most youthful skin of anyone I know. I 
always have a glass with some lemon first thing 
in the morning before I have coffee. Then I try 
to stay hydrated throughout the day.
Speaking of youthful skin … Looking at 

“This fragrance 
is my daytime scent. 

It’s very feminine 
and floral.”

The new mom and accomplished action star talks about chopping off her hair, 
DIY nail art, and why she never says no to a twist of lemon

Scarlett Johansson

DOLCE & 
GABBANA 

THE ONE 
COLLECTOR’S 

EDITION
$113/

2.5 fl. oz.; 
saks.com.
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CETAPHIL 
GENTLE SKIN 

CLEANSER 
“This always 

cleanses my skin 
perfectly, no matter 
how much makeup 
I have on or what 
condition my face 

is in. It’s really 
gentle and it 

doesn’t lather, 
so it won’t dry 

you out.”
$12/16 fl. oz.; 
at drugstores.

DOLCE & GABBANA CLASSIC 
CREAM LIPSTICK IN DEVIL

“I find red lipstick to be the 
easiest way to transition my 
look from day to evening.” 

$33; saks.com.

BEAUTY BEAUTY TALK

Scarlett’s
MUST-HAVES

yours, I’m guessing you were wise enough to avoid the 
sun all these years? Actually, I don’t burn too badly and feel 
healthy when I’ve had some sun exposure. I like to put 
lemon in my hair in the summer. An old-school move, but 
I love the effect.
At barely 30, you’ve already had quite a few iconic beauty 
and style moments on the red carpet. How do you 
approach your hair and makeup for major events these 
days? l like to give a nod to the golden age of Hollywood. It 
always seems appropriate on the red carpet. I don’t care 
about being shocking or fashion-forward at events. I’d rather 

feel comfortable and own my look. That, to me, is glamorous. 
Any newfound beauty obsessions? l adore nail stamps. 
They are such a fun tool, and my girlfriend and I are ob-
sessed with perfecting our DIY nail art. 
Do you do your own nails often? l’m usually too impatient 
to sit for a manicure—plus, I find it sort of relaxing to do 
my own nails when I can find the time. One of the best 
things about living in New York is that the drugstore is open 
24/7. I can easily spend $50 on nail products if I’m walking 
home from dinner and pass a Duane Reade.
—KATHLEEN FIFIELD

CLARINS BEAUTY 
FLASH BALM 

“I pack this balm whenever 
I travel. It’s great under a 

base or just to give tired skin 
a boost after flying.” 

$46; clarins.com.

ORIBE DRY 
TEXTURIZING SPRAY
“This is the only 

hair product I 
know how to use—

it’s virtually 
foolproof! I spray it 
at my roots, and it 

gives my hair a 
nice texture.”

$42/8.5 fl. oz.; 
oribe.com.

MAC EYE 
BROWS 

IN LINGERING
“Ever since I was a teen-

ager, I’ve been my friends’ 
eyebrow guru. This pencil 

has the ideal shape for con-
trolling thickness.” 

$16; maccosmetics.com.

Try on many of Johansson’s looks with our Hollywood Makeover Tool at instyle.com/johansson

http://saks.com
http://clarins.com
http://oribe.com
http://maccosmetics.com
http://instyle.com/johansson
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“Sweaty”
SKIN
It’s surprisingly easy to master 
the look. Just follow this insider 
advice from Executive Editor
Amy Synnott

Y O U  CA N  D O

KERRY 
WASHINGTON

Get Sporty 
With the explosion of trendy athleisure dressing, it was just a matter of 
time before the fresh-off-the-Bikram-mat look trickled down to the beauty 
world. Truth is, natural, dewy makeup has always been my go-to, partly 
because I’m often in a rush (and drink way too much caffeine to play safely 
with eyeliner or lipstick) and partly because I really believe the majority of 
women look most beautiful when their skin is clean and glowing. Put it this 
way: Have you ever seen a gnarly-looking yoga teacher? Didn’t think so. 

OLIVIA
PALERMO

SELENA
GOMEZ

IS
AB

EL
 M

AR
AN

T

Burberry 
Fresh Glow B.B. 

Cream, $44; 
burberry.com.

Discover exclusive step-by-step beauty, hair, and styling videos at instyle.com/how-to

http://burberry.com
http://instyle.com/how-to
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3 DRIPPING
“We wanted the girls to seem like they’d 
been walking around on a hot, humid day 
but still were gorgeous,” says Maybelline 
makeup artist Yadim, who created the 
look at DKNY. To give skin a sexy finish, 
he put a shimmery eye shadow on the 
cheekbones, brow bones, and inner cor-
ners of the eyes and then spritzed an oil-
based hydrating spray all over the face.  

My Secret Trick
If the thought of slathering your face with oil 
makes your pores shudder, try this: Using a 
damp sponge, dab a lightweight illuminating 
serum onto your cheekbones and brow bones. 
Then, soak up any rogue shine on the T-zone 
with blotting papers. In real life you want to 
look as if you’ve just walked out of Pilates, not 
the American Ninja Warrior Finals. 

3 WAYS TO GLOW ABOUT IT
Designers seemed to agree on one thing for spring: It’s time to perspire a little. And no, we’re not talking about a subtle, 

candlelit effect. From Alexander Wang to Stella McCartney, skin was downright glistening. Shvitz, anyone? 

2 DEWY 
“This season, Alexander Wang was 
very inspired by New Balance, Jordans, 
and Stan Smith, so we kept the girls 
looking quite strong and energetic,” 
says Nars makeup artist Diane Kendal. 
Her key weapon: Nars Brightening 
Concentrate, a luminous lotion she 
applied to the angles of the face for 
a “clean, athletic look.”

1 FLUSHED 
The makeup memo at Stella McCartney? 
“Healthy with a kind of fresh, sensual 
look,” according to makeup artist Pat 
McGrath. To achieve that power sheen, 
each model received a facial massage 
with Sunday Riley’s hydrating oil. After a 
little blush and some brow grooming, 
moisturizer was added to cheekbones to 
make them pop. Boom! 

Nars Optimal 
Brightening 

Concentrate, $74; 
narscosmetics.com. 

Sunday Riley 
Artemis 

Hydroactive 
Cellular Face 

Oil, $125; 
sephora.com.

Maybelline Color 
Tattoo in Barely 

Branded, $6; 
walmart.com.
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Face Stockholm Illuminator, $24; face
stockholm.com. Tatcha Blotting Papers, 

$12/30 sheets; sephora.com.

http://narscosmetics.com
http://sephora.com
http://walmart.com
http://facestockholm.com
http://sephora.com
http://facestockholm.com


New Jergens® Shea Butter moisturizer. 
Reformulated to go beyond hydration to your most radiant 

skin yet. In just one week. What are you waiting for? 

Take the challenge at Jergens.com
Jergens.® The Beautiful Difference.

©
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Our best Jergens. Your best skin.
TAKE THE JERGENS CHALLENGE

http://Jergens.com
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If you’re named after Rita Hayworth (Ora’s late grandfather’s 
favorite screen legend), it’s no surprise that you’ll grow up 
to embody a unique brand of sultry, retro glamour. The singer’s 
signature style brazenly combines faux-platinum strands with 
her naturally dark come-hither brows. The rest she switches 
up quite regularly—monthly, to be exact. Here, a year in the 
life. To paraphrase, this is just how she does it.

RITA ORA

OCT NOV

JUN

JAN

AUG

JUL

FEB

SEP

MAR APR

MAY

“Rita’s 
formula is all 
about glowy 

J.Lo skin 
and Marilyn 

Monroe 
hair and lips.”

—LUCKY SMYLER, 
MAKEUP ARTIST

“She’s young and fearless and not afraid of change. We’ve done everything from dip-dyed crazy colors to braids to S-waves.”—CHRIS APPLETON, hairstylist

HUNDREDS MORE! See all your favorite celebrity transformations at instyle.com/transformations

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

http://instyle.com/transformations


new

*strength against damage; Pantene shampoo and conditioner system 
vs. the shampoo alone. ©2015 P&G

Use new Pantene Conditioner 
for hair that’s 2x stronger
than shampooing alone.

2x



COLOR 
POP!

BEAUTY

B R IAN H EN N

1 L’Oréal Paris Colour Riche 
Glossy Balm Crayon in Vintage 

Rose, $8; drugstore.com. 
2 Clinique Chubby Stick Baby 
Tint Moisturizing Lip Colour 

in Coming Up Rosy, $17; 
clinique.com. 3 Laura Geller 
Love Me Dew Lip Crayon in 

Dragon Fruit Sorbet, $16; 
ulta.com. 4 Bite Beauty High 

Pigment Pencil in Toast, 
$24; sephora.com. 5 Sisley 

Phyto-Lip Twist in Candy, $50; 
sisley-paris.com. 6 NYX 

Cosmetics Simply Red Lip 
Cream in Russian Roulette, $7; 

nyxcosmetics.com. 7 Bobbi 
Brown Art Stick in Electric 

Think outside the 
ordinary. Shop 
a spectrum 
of the season’s 
chubby lip 
pencils

Pink, $26; bobbibrown
cosmetics.com. 8 Topshop 

Beauty Matte Lip Bullet in 
More Than a Woman, $16; 

topshop.com. 9 Burt’s 
Bees Lip Crayon in Niagara 

Overlook, $9; burtsbees.com.
10 Nars Velvet Matte Lip 

Pencil in Paimpol, $25; nars
cosmetics.com. 11 Neutrogena 
MoistureSmooth Color Stick in 

Rich Raisin, $9; at Target. 
12 CoverGirl Queen Collection 

Jumbo Gloss Balm in Disco 
Punch, $8; covergirl.com. 

13 Revlon ColorBurst Balm 
Stain in Rendezvous, $9; 

drugstore.com. 14 Flower 
Lip Suede Velvet Lip Chubby 

in Life’s a Peach, $8; 
walmart.com. 15 Nudestix 

Lip + Cheek Pencil in 
Soul, $24; spacenk.com.

 1
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Naturally Beautiful Results

AVEENO® POSITIVELY RADIANT® SPF 15 face moisturizer helps reduce 
the look of brown spots and uneven tone in just 4 weeks. Its clinically proven 
ACTIVE NATURALS® formula has soy, one of nature’s most effective skin 
tone correctors. What a bright idea.

What’s my advice for healthy-looking, radiant skin? 
A positive attitude and Aveeno®.

© Johnson & Johnson Consumer Companies, Inc. 20 15
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I F  Y O U ’ R E 
G O I N G  L I G H T E R …

I F  Y O U ’ R E 
G O I N G  D A R K E R …

Q I’ve recently changed my hair color. Do I have to switch up 
my whole makeup routine now too?

A No, you don’t have to—but if you peeled off a pair of blue jeans and stepped 
into a red plaid skirt, wouldn’t you change your top as well? After a good 

blonding, start hoarding makeup with warm peach and gold tones, suggests 
Shane Paish, Michelle Monaghan’s pro. Glimmering metallic shadows and light 
dustings of bronzer over cheeks all help reinforce that glow. Making the jump 
from light to dark hair gives you license to go bold, says Elle Fanning’s makeup 
artist Erin Monroe. A pop of striking blue liner around eyes or a vivid hot-pink 
lipstick can provide balance with your deep new hue, she says. Choose warm 
shadows and blushes if strands lean more toward auburn, Monroe says. If your 
hair doesn’t have any redness to it, stock up on cool tones. 

Clockwise from top left: DiorSkin Star Studio Makeup 
Foundation in Apricot Beige ($50) and Nude Shimmer Instant 

Illuminating Powder in Amber ($56); at Sephora. Charlotte 
Tilbury K.I.S.S.I.N.G. Lipstick in Nude Kate, $32; nordstrom

.com. Nars eye shadow in Lola Lola, $25; narscosmetics.com. 

Clockwise from top left: Tom Ford Shade and Illuminate, 
$77; tomford.com. Nars Eye Paint in Solomon Islands, 

$25; narscosmetics.com. Burt’s Bees Lip Shimmer 
in Apricot, $5; at drugstores. Chanel Les Beiges Healthy 

Glow Sheer Colour in No. 30, $58; chanel.com. 

Ask our editors your beauty questions at instyle.com/bqa

MICHELLE 
MONAGHAN

ELLE 
FANNING

Q  &A

Q I have fine, 
limp hair that’s 

the texture of straw. 
How can I repair 
the damage without 
weighing it down? 

A If you’d sooner go 
cow tipping in a pair 

of Manolos than douse 
your strands with any type 
of oil, it may be time to 
rethink your regimen. 
“Shampoos made with low 
levels of hydrating oils 
[like coconut and argan]
won’t leave strands greasy 
yet can still deliver a light 
touch of conditioning,” 
says cosmetic chemist 
Ni’Kita Wilson. Because 
these formulas tend to 
be more moisturizing 
than traditional washes, 
women with superfine 
hair can even skip using 
conditioner in the shower, 
says stylist Matt Fugate.
Dove Pure Care Dry Oil Shampoo, 
$5; target.com. Matrix Oil 
Wonders Micro-Oil Shampoo, 
$18; matrix.com.

http://nordstrom.com
http://nordstrom.com
http://narscosmetics.com
http://tomford.com
http://narscosmetics.com
http://chanel.com
http://instyle.com/bqa
http://target.com
http://matrix.com


YOUR TRANSFORMATION

BEGINS NOW

Boost your confi dence with this new,
easy-to-follow 8-week program.

Consult your doctor before beginning any weight loss program. © 2015 Universal
Television LLC & Reveille LLC; The Biggest Loser is a trademark of Reveille LLC

and its related entities, and is used under license. All rights reserved. 

NOW AVAILABLE WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD
Enhance your experience online at BLBootcamp.com

DAILY
WORKOUTS

RECIPES,
QUICK MEAL &
SNACK IDEAS

NO
GUESSWORK

TM

http://BLBootcamp.com
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$15
Salicylic acid, hyaluronic 

acid, and, yes, dragon’s blood 
(a plant extract) boost cell 
turnover to keep skin clear.

Nip + Fab Skin Dragon’s 
Blood Fix Plumping 

Mask; ulta.com.

$9
This topcoat 

is to manicures 
what dry 

shampoo is 
to blowouts—

it buys you 
a couple 

extra days.
Essie Second 

Shine Around; 
essie.com.

$14
Say hello to the 

love child of your 
favorite lipstick and 

most hydrating balm.
Royal Apothic Tinties 
Lip Butter in Coral; 
anthropologie.com.

Deals&
STEALS
Irresistible ATM-friendly buys!

“You can use 
this hair mist 
two ways: on 

damp hair 
to refresh curls 
or as a styling 

spray after 
a blowout.”

—NATHANIEL HAWKINS, 
N.Y.C. hairstylist

$6
Get every shade 

you could possibly 
want in one sleek palette 
for less than the cost of a 
green juice? Yes, please!

Hard Candy Top Ten 
Trendsetter Palette 
in Birthday Suit, at 

Walmart.

Olivine 
Atelier 
Love + 
Roses 

Beauty 
Mist, $14/2 
oz.; beauty
habit.com.

$2 each
The ultimate giftable soaps 

(no need to wrap!) with heady 
floral scents and sweet 

almond oil that softens skin.
Addison & Gates Luxury Mini 

Soaps in Lotus Flower and Plumeria 
Blossom; worldmarket.com.

PRO 

SECRET 

Cheapie

http://ulta.com
http://essie.com
http://anthropologie.com
http://beautyhabit.com
http://worldmarket.com


http://www.stayfree.com
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This month’s best beauty finds

 Editors’
PICKS

“Enjoy the 
fresh, earthy 

side of the 
magnolia 

flower without 
any cloying 
sweetness.”

—ANGELIQUE 
SERRANO,

beauty director

“I apply a little of this light 
wax to damp hair. Once dry, 

my fine strands have the sexy, 
tousled waves I crave.”

—SELENE MILANO, InStyle.com senior beauty editor

“This silky 
bronze body 

lotion is the next 
best thing to an 

airbrush tan, 
but it washes off  

instantly in 
the  shower.” 

—AMY SYNNOTT,
executive editor

“They look like 
lipsticks but feel 

like hydrating 
balms. Bonus: 

They won’t 
disappear after 
your A.M. latte.”

—SHERYL GEORGE,
associate beauty editor

BEAUTY

“The gel 
liner’s angled tip 

helps me draw 
a perfect line 
every time.”

—KAHLANA BARFIELD,
fashion and beauty 

editor-at-large

Benefit
They’re Real 

Push-Up 
Liner, $24; 

sephora.com.

R+Co 
Continental 

Glossing Wax, 
$27; randco

.com.

Hamptons 
Glow

Anti-Aging 
Body Moisturizer 

with Bronzer, 
$29; hamptons

glow.com.

Dior
Rouge 

Baume in 
Lili and 
Spring, 

$35 each; 
dior.com.

Frédéric 
Malle

Eau de Magnolia 
eau de parfum, 

$175/50 ml; 
fredericmalle

.com. 

http://InStyle.com
http://sephora.com
http://randco.com
http://randco.com
http://hamptonsglow.com
http://dior.com
http://fredericmalle.com
http://fredericmalle.com
http://hamptonsglow.com
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Real beauty starts with 
award-winning care

For more about our award-winning products, visit Dove.us/BeautyAwards

Dove White Beauty Bar
Dove Deep Moisture 

Body Wash

Dove Oxygen Moisture 
Shampoo

Dove Advanced Care 
Deodorant

http://Dove.us/BeautyAwards


RECLAIM

         her free spirit

MR2621 / LP4316

SIMONGJEWELRY.COM 

S TAY  C O N N E C T E D
@SIMONGJEWELRY

SIGN UP ON OUR WEBSITE IN ORDER TO STAY CONNECTED WITH THE BRAND.
REFERENCE INSTYLE MAGAZINE TO RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY GIFT. 

http://SIMONGJEWELRY.COM


Tktktk 2013February 2015

“If I haven’t 
gotten wiser about 

relationships, then I 
should be kicked out 

of life school because 
I’ve had some really 

good training.” 

179MICHELANGELO DI BATTISTA

Chloé dress. 
Beladora earrings 
and bracelets 
(except where 
noted). Tiffany & Co. 
bracelet (left on left 
wrist). Ring, her own.



HOW 
  S WEET 
IT IS

BY A M Y SY N NOT T
                     PHOTOGR APHED BY  M ICH EL A NGEL O DI BAT TISTA

              STYLED BY M EL ISSA RU BI N I

A breathtaking 
Bel-Air hideaway, 
an upcoming 
wedding, a new role 
that’s generating 
serious Oscar 
buzz. It looks as if 
Jennifer Aniston 
is having her 
cake—and 
eating it too 
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LANVIN
Cotton mesh tank, 

silk camisole, and 
wool skirt.

Beladora 14kt or 18kt 
gold necklaces and 
14kt gold bracelets 

(except where noted, 
worn throughout). 

Gucci sterling silver 
and gold-finished 

horse-bit bracelet 
(on left wrist, worn 

throughout). 
Left-hand ring, 

worn throughout, 
her own. Calvin 
Klein Collection 

suede heels.
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LANVIN
Silk dress.
Calvin Klein 
Collection heels.



ALTUZARRA
Knit yarn cardigan, 
Lycra two-piece 
swimsuit, and napa 
leather skirt.
Beladora necklaces. 
H.Stern 18kt gold ring.
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DONNA 
KARAN 
NEW YORK
Linen canvas dress. 
Salvatore Ferragamo 
python belt. Manolo 
Blahnik snakeskin heels.
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“Who are you here to see?” a chipper female voice 
inquires when the buzzer is pressed. An appropri-
ate question, I guess, when there is not one but two 
Hollywood stars sequestered behind that iron 
curtain of privacy. 

And boy, do they need their privacy. Aniston has 
endured near constant scrutiny from the tabloid 
press ever since splitting from Brad Pitt in 2005, 
despite being one of the most beloved (and bank-
able) actresses of her generation. After she got 
engaged to Theroux in 2012, the speculation and 
gossip over an impending wedding and/or preg-
nancy reached a frenzied pitch. “I realize they 
need to sell magazines,” says the 46-year-old, with 
a shrug. “But it’s really getting old. What kills me 
is when friends send me pictures they’ve taken at a 
newsstand. One magazine says, ‘Desperate and 
alone,’ and the other one says, ‘She’s eloped!’ I 
mean, at least consult. Don’t make yourself look 
like an idiot. I’m going to be 50 and they’re still 
gonna be saying, ‘She’s pregnant!’ ” 

Fortunately, these days Aniston is getting lots 
of press for all the right reasons. Happily in love, 
she is also at a major turning point in her career, 
thanks to her Oscar-worthy role in the indie 
drama Cake. In the film she wears no makeup (save 
for a few meticulously applied artificial scars) to 
play Claire Simmons, an irascible, pill-popping 
addict who suffers from chronic pain after a tragic 
and debilitating car accident. “It was really the 
most challenging role I’ve ever had as an actress,” 
she says. “Hitting all those notes as authentically 
as possible—physically, emotionally, and psycho-
logically. I felt that if I was going to take a risk like 
this, I just knew it had to be bulletproof.” Her dedi-
cation paid off: She has already been nominated for 
best actress by both the Hollywood Foreign Press 
Association and the Screen Actors Guild Awards. 

When I arrive at her house, a perky brunet 
assistant ushers me into the living room, where 
I’m asked to wait until Aniston finishes up a phone 
call. The interior of the home looks nothing like 
the sterile, Mondrian-themed behemoth I saw 

Jennifer Aniston’s sprawling property, which 
she shares with fiancé Justin Theroux, is perched 
on a steep hill with panoramic views of 
Los Angeles. But before you can get in to see 
her (or that sublime view), you have to 
get past a hulking gray electronic gate.



LANVIN 
Silk dress.

HAIR: CHRIS 
MCMILLAN FOR 
SOLO ARTISTS. 

MAKEUP: ANGELA 
LEVIN FOR TRACEY 

MATTINGLY. 
MANICURE: TOM 

BACHIK FOR 
CLOUTIER REMIX. 
SET DESIGN: LISA 

BAZADONA.



in pictures online. Her open-air 
living room—while undeniably 
enormous—has a cozy, zenlike feel. 
The couches are covered in soft, 
tactile fabrics like wool, cashmere, 
and what can best be described as 
teddy bear. (“Yup, it’s upholstered in 
teddy bear,” Aniston assures me 
later with a playful smirk.) A large 
amethyst geode shares space on 
the coffee table with weighty tomes 
on landscaping and art. Oversize 
Buddhas and various Hindu gods 
beckon from every corner of the 
room. On the wall leading toward 
the formal dining room hangs a sur-
realistic painting by Marc Chagall. 

Aniston, who says fixing up 
houses is her “closeted passion,” 
clearly has some serious decorating 
chops, but the place isn’t without 
a sense of whimsy. “I’ve never had 
a modern house,” she says. “So my 
challenge was to bring in some 
warmth.” To wit, on the counter 
of the built-in bar on the right side 
of the living room sits a series of 
Mason jars filled with all manner 
of treats: jelly beans, Peppermint 

Patties, Twizzlers, malt balls, roasted 
almonds. But my favorite part of 
the house—the corner of her world 
that really illuminates her delight-
fully twisted sense of humor—is the 
first-floor powder room. It is there, 
intermingled among luscious white 
peonies and a flickering Diptyque 
Santal candle, that I discover the 
statue given to Aniston from the 
Screen Actors Guild Awards for 
outstanding performance by an 
ensemble in a comedy series. Truth 
be told: The coveted statuette isn’t 
displayed high up on a shelf; it’s 
standing beside the toilet, arm out-
stretched, handing me the Charmin. 

“I mean, what else was I going to 
do with it?” Aniston giggles when 
complimented on her ingenuity. 
“With that little arm sticking out? I 
hope it doesn’t seem like a big ‘F you’ 
to the Screen Actors Guild. I know 
people who use their Oscars as 
doorstops.” Having finished her 
phone call, she is now curled up on 
the gray cashmere couch in her liv-
ing room, sipping a passion fruit 
iced tea. She is wearing rolled-up 

The Girlfriend’s 
Guide to Aging 
Gracefully

The HAIR
Yes, she still has Chris McMillan 
in her back pocket. But she also 
gets a little help from Living Proof 
(a hair-care line she co-owns). 
Living Proof No Frizz 
Weightless Styling Spray
$26/3.4 fl. oz.; livingproof.com.

The FACE
Good genes (she is part Greek) 
may help, but Aniston, who is the 
face of Aveeno skin care, claims 
that sleep and water are “your 
best bets for really great skin.” 
She also sees a naturopathic 
doctor who has her taking fish oil 

and probiotics. And when it 
comes to makeup? “I love 
everything from Chanel.”  

1 Chanel Perfection 
Lumière Velvet Smooth-

Effect Makeup Broad 
Spectrum SPF 15 in 50 

Beige $45; chanel.com.

2 Chanel Le Blush 
Crème de Chanel in 
Chamade $38; chanel.com.

3 Make Up For 
Ever HD Blush 
in Fawn $26; 
sephora.com.

4 Chanel Rouge 
Allure Gloss 
in Sensible $34; 
chanel.com.

5 Chanel 
Rouge Allure 
Luminous 
Intense Lip 
Colour in 
Craquante $36; 
chanel.com.

+

 1

 2

 3

 4  5

boyfriend jeans, a soft green cotton 
shirt, and tortoiseshell glasses. A 
nimbus of sun-dappled layers hangs 
loosely around her face. Sitting this 
close to her, it’s hard for me not to 
be distracted by her skin, which is 
tan and virtually poreless. There’s 
nothing frozen about her face: When 
she speaks, her eyebrows dance, her 
forehead furrows. “Sophie is my 
newest rescue,” she says, nuzzling 
her dog’s neck. As one of her other 
rescue dogs, Clyde, climbs onto 
the couch and starts licking my face 
like it’s a T-bone, we get down to 
business, discussing Aniston’s new 
roles, new love, and the tabloid head-
line she would one day like to see in 
“Crapass Bullshit Times Weekly.”

In Cake you play a depressed woman 
suffering from chronic pain. What drew 
you to this role? Honestly, I read the 
script and I just loved her. She’s this 
kind of nasty, acerbic, funny person 
who is in pain. And then there’s the 
story. What she’s been through. It was 
like a perfect storm. For an actor, 
it was like tick, tick, tick. So much 
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The WORKOUT
Aniston works out four to five days 
a week. Every other day is strength 
training, and on the off days, 
cardio—spinning, running—and 
yoga. “I really like changing it up so 
the body never gets used to it.”
Mandy Ingber’s Yogalosophy 
DVD $15; gaiam.com.

The DIET
Low-carb? Check. Gluten-free? 
Check. And every morning she 
drinks a protein shake made with 
sugar-free chocolate almond 
milk, frozen cherries, half a banana, 
blueberries, raw walnuts, and 
chocolate Stevia drops. 

http://www.livingproof.com
http://chanel.com
http://gaiam.com
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emotional territory to cover.
A lot has been made of the fact that 
you don’t wear makeup in this movie. 
But this is not the first time you’ve 
dressed down for a role. You did The 
Good Girl … Yup. And Friends with 
Money. But this one, well, she’s really 
banged up. For two months there 
were no mirrors to look at, no mani-
curists. Nothing. The hardest part 
for me was when they said, “Don’t 
work out.” I said, “But I have to.” And 
then I realized, Oh. When you’re 
not working out, your levels of joy 
just go down, down, down. And it’s 
not that easy to get the weight off 
once you stop working out. You say to 
your body, “Hey, what’s going on?” 
But that’s just the 40s.
In a recent interview you said the 40s 
were the best years yet. It may be 
harder to shed those extra pounds, 
but all of this stuff [she circles 
her head with her fingers] is fabu-
lous. Just thinking about the girl 
I was at 20-something or even 30-
something—there were so many 
questions, so many worries, so 
much wasted brain space on things 
that really don’t matter.
What do you think was the turning 
point for you? Turning 40. I’m a late 
bloomer. I mean, it’s no secret: I’ve 
had some challenging companion-
ship. [Laughs] I think hitting a wall 
with that really kind of [helped me 
grow]. I found a great therapist. Not 
to sound too “woo woo,” but I think 
the self-love piece was really impor-
tant. And spending a lot of time 
alone. Having time to ask myself 
why there was such toxicity in my 
immediate space at times. Why 
would I attract that instead of light?
I’ve read that you are very interested 
in Transcendental Meditation. Is this 
when you started? I’ve played with 
it since my 20s. I mean, living in 
Laurel Canyon, there’s got to be a 
goddess circle [a group of women 
focused on tapping into the power 
of their female energy]. I was always 
interested in that sort of spiritual, 
mind-body stuff.
Speaking of mind-body connection, 
I recently saw Horrible Bosses 2. 
You make a very convincing sexual 

predator. Ha! I love Dr. Julia. 
She was fun to play. Being so un-
apologetically dark and dirty 
and disgusting ...
When we interviewed you in 2002, 
you told us how self-conscious you 
were about doing your first sex scene 
in The Good Girl. I saw absolutely no 
sign of that in Horrible Bosses 2. You’ve 
got some balls. I’ve got bigger balls 
than all three of those boys in that 
film combined.
Tell me how you met Justin. I met 
Justin through Robert Downey Jr. 
I was on vacation in Kauai with 
David [Arquette] and Courteney 
[Cox] and my friend Mandy [Ing-
ber], who’s also my yoga teacher. 
Robert was on the island shooting 
Tropic Thunder. One night he came 
over for dinner and brought his 
friend Justin Theroux. He was 
the screenwriter on Tropic Thun-
der. I had never heard of him.
So this was around 2008. What did 
you think the first time you saw him? 
I remember thinking, Isn’t he hot? 
But he was very hidden. As he says, 
for him, “it’s winter from the waist 
down no matter what season it is,” 
so he was wearing black jeans, com-
bat boots, glasses, and a fedora.
At this point in time, were you single? 
Oh, yeah. Soooo single. But it was 
never [a romantic thing]. I just 
thought, What a lovely guy. He was 
funny. But he was actually really 
quiet. I later came to find out that he 
was just exhausted because he had 
been writing nonstop, like a little 
hamster on a wheel. This was his one 
night off, and he had no personality, 
but he was very sweet and very over-
dressed. I was like, “You must be 
really shvitzing up a storm in those 
jeans and combat boots.”
So you didn’t see him again until 2011, 
when you were in Wanderlust with 
him? Yeah, but then we just became 
very good friends, as did everyone 
on that set. We didn’t start dating 
until the following summer, after he 
went through a breakup. All of a 
sudden it was just like, Well, you’re 
one of my closest friends and … 
somehow I just saw him in a differ-
ent light once he was available.

Do you feel like you’ve gotten wiser 
about relationships as you’ve gotten 
older? If I haven’t gotten wiser about 
relationships, then I should be 
kicked out of life school because I’ve 
had some really good training.
There’s so much interest in your up-
coming wedding. How do you keep it 
private? There’s a big discussion in our 
house right now: Do you just do it and 
say screw it? Or do you try desperately 
to get away with [a secret ceremony]
where you don’t have any fun because 
you’re hiding in a cave somewhere? If 
we could do it without all the buzzing 
and the noise … It can be done. Where 
there’s a will there’s a way.
What’s a typical Saturday night like for 
you guys now? We go out a lot during 
the week, so we usually stay in on the 
weekends. We’ll have friends over 
for a big dinner party or do a movie. 
On Sundays Justin cooks. He’ll sur-
prise me with some wonderful egg 
creation. He also makes great pasta.
So you eat pasta. Lately, I do. 
Blasphemy, I know. When I was 110 
pounds, I never ate pasta. I’ve been 
allowing myself a lot more in the 
past few years. Which does make it 
harder to lose those last few pounds. 
But you have to live. And so what? 
You go up a size. What’s the big deal?
Last time we spoke, you said you’re 
not a fan of Botox. How do you handle 
the pressure in Hollywood to look per-
petually young? People lose perspec-
tive. I look around and see how bad 
plastic surgery and injections can 
really kick you in the ass. So I just take 
care of my skin, eat well, exercise. And 
I love lasers and [other noninvasive 
treatments like] Thermage [radio fre-
quency] and Ultherapy [ultrasound]. I 
also like a good microcurrent facial.  
If you could write your own tabloid 
headlines—that are true—what would 
they be? Oh, that’s a tough one. That 
should be a Justin question. Wait 
a sec. How’s this? “When I’m preg-
nant and married, I will let you 
know. Not a tabloid publication. Not 
Bullshit Times or Crapass Bullshit 
Times Weekly. They will not be 
telling you. And by the way, stop 
stealing my thunder! Let me have 
the fun of telling that story.”  ■



advanced primar y

Taking a break from playing a werewolf-vampire on the 
CW’s hit series The Originals, Australian actress PHOEBE TONKIN glows as 

bright as a full moon in bracing color combos and graphic patterns  
PHOTOGR APHED BY M AU R I ZIO BAV U T TI  

STYLED BY M EL ISSA RU BI N I



3.1 PHILLIP 
LIM

Cotton jacket.

CHLOÉ
Wool crêpe maxidress 

and lambskin clutch.
Earrings, worn 

throughout, her own.



MARNI
Silk-blend dress.
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SPORTMAX
Acetate-rayon 
blazer, silk blouse, 
and acetate-rayon 
trousers.
Valentino Garavani 
calfskin bag.
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CALVIN 
KLEIN 
COLLECTION
Bonded mesh 
trenchcoat.
Chloé leather wedges.



VALENTINO
Silk top.
Albertus Swanepoel 
felt hat.



GOOD 
DAY, 
MATE
Eyes trained on her smartphone 
and a beat-up backpack at her 
feet, Phoebe Tonkin could be 
any other college student in an 
East Village coffee shop. Sipping 
an Americano, the Sydney-born 
model and actress was in town 
during a break from filming her 
CW show, The Originals, which 
shoots in Atlanta. She’d spent 
the day lost in reverie, listening 
to Taylor Swift’s 1989 on her 
headphones. “To be able to lose 
myself is my favorite part of 
being in New York,” she says. 
“It’s just magical.”  

Tonkin knows from magic. 
Though she plays a lycanthrope 
on The Originals, given a choice 
she says she’d rather be a witch. 
“I definitely went through a Wic-
can phase in high school,” she 
says. “I’m still interested in 
potions.” Whatever her secret, 
Tonkin radiates a luminous 
energy. She has plenty to glow 
about: the upcoming flick Take 
Down—“Gossip Girl meets Lord 
of the Flies”—and her yearlong 
relationship with former co-star 
Paul Wesley. “I’m very happy 
right now,” she says, smiling 
wide. “It’s a very calming feeling.
Everything’s in its right place.”  
—JEN DOLL

LANVIN
Linen jacket.

STELLA 
MCCARTNEY

Silk crêpe de chine dress.
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GIAMBATTISTA 
VALLI
Viscose knit dress. 
Fendi acetate and metal 
sunglasses.

HAIR: BRIAN BUENAVENTURA 
FOR MANAGEMENT ARTISTS. 
MAKEUP: MAKI RYOKE FOR TIM 
HOWARD MANAGEMENT. SET 
DESIGN: BETTE ADAMS FOR 
MARY HOWARD STUDIO.



by 
any 

other 
name

With her career just hitting full bloom, 
GRACE GUMMER showcases the season’s biggest trend: a revival 

of the soft, simple silhouettes and muted palette of the ’70s
PHOTOGR APHED BY CH A D PI TM A N   STYLED BY M EL ISSA RU BI N I
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ACNE 
STUDIOS

Wool sweater. 

FENDI
Viscose crêpe pants.
Mikimoto 18kt white 

gold and Akoya 
cultured pearl studs. 

Valentino Garavani 
calfskin bag and heels.



Gazing at her rice bowl in a Los Angeles macrobiotic restaurant, Grace Gummer tries hard to 
pin down her style. “It’s a cross between an elderly Japanese man and an algebra teacher from 
the ’80s,” she says with a giddy laugh. Gummer, Meryl Streep’s middle daughter, grew up in 
New York wearing black-on-black ensembles. But since moving to L.A. in 2013, she’s taken on 
a laid-back Laurel Canyon vibe. At lunch, the 28-year-old wears a pair of vintage denim over-
alls and a white linen CP Shades button-front. “Where I am has everything to do with what 
I wear,” she says. “I like to make the place I’m in fully mine.” Not that Gummer has turned 
SoCal slacker. She’s inherited both her mother’s austere beauty and Protestant work ethic. 
In the past year alone, Gummer appeared in three television shows (The Newsroom, American 
Horror Story: Freak Show, and Extant), as well as held her own against Hilary Swank as a 
mourning prairie mother in the western epic The Homesman. She also co-stars alongside 
Katherine Heigl in the upcoming indie comedy Jenny’s Wedding. “We had such a tiny budget 
that I went and bought my own clothes,” Gummer says, leaning in closer. “Lots of cargo pants 
and sparkly tops,” she whispers, as if it’s a dirty secret. “Acting can really challenge you 
to go to some dark, unexpected places.”  —RIGHTOR DOYLE
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BOTTEGA 
VENETA

Polyester twill dress 
and napa leather and 
Ayers snakeskin belt.
Monica Rich Kosann 

rock-crystal and 18kt 
gold studs. David 
Yurman 18kt gold 
necklace (also on 

opposite page). 



3.1 PHILLIP LIM
Cotton-wool blazer.

SALVATORE 
FERRAGAMO

Silk skirt with python trim. 
Chloé calfskin and 

Ayers snakeskin bag 
with chain (on table). 

Burberry Prorsum leather 
and Plexiglas sandals.
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FENDI
Silk crêpe shirt. 

GUCCI 
Silk cady belted skirt.
Mikimoto 18kt white 
gold and Akoya 
cultured pearl studs 
(also on opposite 
page).



EMILIO 
PUCCI
Stretch silk 
shantung jacket.

GIORGIO 
ARMANI
Silk organza top and 
skirt and napa leather 
mesh heels.
Balenciaga calfskin bag.

HAIR: DENNIS GOTS 
FOR JED ROOT. MAKEUP: 
LISA STOREY FOR 
THE WALL GROUP. 
SET DESIGN: BETTE 
ADAMS FOR MARY 
HOWARD STUDIO. 



ZERO calories NON-glycemic response
ZERO carbs NO artifi cial ingredients  

SweetLeaf® Liquid Stevia Sweet 
DropsTM are deliciously designed 
to dress up your favorite foods 
and beverages. Available in 
over 20 vibrant fl avors, they’re 
portable, last longer than most 
fashion trends and make a sweet 
accessory to coffee, yogurt, salad 
dressings and lots more! Sweet 
perfection, one drop at a time.

 BUY: www.ShopSweetLeaf.com
 and in your natural foods or grocery store

http://www.ShopSweetLeaf.com
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Yes, you can have friends over for a last-minute, 

delectable dinner without cooking all day. 

We tasted dozens of pre-prepped gourmet 

dishes, all purchasable online, and narrowed 

the choices to the very best. So whip 

up a leafy salad, uncork the wine—and 

make a toast to having it all  

PHOTOGR APHED BY 

CHR ISTOPH ER 

TESTA N I

Fake It, 

Don’t Make It P R E T T Y 
T OUCH

Liberate your napkin 
from under the fork! 

A bright textile layered 
beneath a plate looks 

fresh and modern.
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C R U N C H  A P P E A L
Savory spreads turn a toasted baguette 
round, brushed first with a bit of extra-
virgin olive oil, into something guest-
worthy. Our faves, selected for their 
fresh flavors, include a creamy arti-
choke and lemon blend, a tomato and 
caper mix, and a vibrant green pesto. 
These toppers pair nicely with a crisp 
glass of Chablis, says Laura 
Maniec, master sommelier and 
CEO of N.Y.C.’s Corkbuzz wine 
bar. (Try a bottle by Patrick 
Piuze, from $20; wine
madeeasy.com.)
Artichoke Lemon Pesto, 
Bella Cucina, $12/6 oz.; 
bellacucina.com.
Tomato & Capers 
Bruschetta Topping, 
Scarpetta, $6/15.8 oz.; 
amazon.com. Ligurian 
Pesto, Niasca Portofino, 
$9/2.8 oz.; eataly.com.

WA R M  W E L C O ME
With just the right 
amount of tang and a hint 
of fresh dill, the legendary 
cream of tomato soup at 
N.Y.C. comfort-food mecca 
Sarabeth’s has been a top 
seller for decades. “I’ve been a 
tomato-soup lover since I was 
young, when my mother would 
make it with milk and a dash of 
cream,” says chef Sarabeth Levine. 
“I always knew I wanted to make a 
version to top that one.” Sold in packs 
of three 24 oz. containers, the satisfying 
soup is shipped frozen to your door—
and lasts in the freezer for up to a year.
Cream of Tomato Soup, Sarabeth’s, 
$38/9 cups; sarabeth.com.

C HE E S E  A ND  T H A NK  Y O U
Gorgeous presentation? Check. Beyond 
delicious? Yes! A wedge of cheddar feels 
lackluster compared with this crispy, 
pastry-covered brie, embellished with 
a leaf-shaped cutout. Pop the frozen 
rounds into a 400°F oven for 45 min-
utes, and let guests cut into the 
melted, mouthwatering 
(and rind-free) 
interior. 
Mushroom, 
Garlic, and
Scallion Brie 
en Croute, 
Elegant 
Brie, from 
$15/8 oz.; 
elegant
brie.com.

LIFE etc. SUMPTUOUS

S TA RTER S

M A K E  I T  L O O K
H O M E M A D E

Snips of fresh herbs (chives 
or dill for the soup, and 
basil or parsley for the 

crostini) add a 
gourmet touch.

P R E T T Y 
T OUC H 

Less fussy than a 
centerpiece, 

single blossoms 
in low china 

votives are an 
easy yet elegant 
way to dress up 

the table.
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Saving People
Money Since 1936

... that’s before there
were nylons.

GEICO has been serving up great car insurance and
fantastic customer service for more than 75 years. Get a 

quote and see how much you could save today.

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. GEICO is a registered service mark of Government Employees 
Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidiary. © 2015 GEICO

http://geico.com
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K ING  OF  C A K E S
Made with heaps of jumbo lump 
crab, a pinch of hot spice, and 
very little filler, a single crab 
cake from the ultra-popular 
Baltimore-area eatery G&M 
Restaurant & Lounge is enough 
for a meal. Bake one for each 
guest, serve with a tossed salad 
(dressed with a squeeze of lemon 
juice and a splash of olive oil), 
and watch even the most jaded 
seafood snobs swoon.  
Jumbo Lump Crab Cakes, G&M 
Restaurant & Lounge, $15/8 oz.; 
gandmcrabcakes.com.

TA S T E  OF  T E X A S
If you love the intense flavors 
of smoked meat, you’ll flip for 
Sam Greenberg’s crazy-yummy 
turkeys, which arrive at your 
doorstep ready to eat, straight 
from his smokehouse in Tyler, 
Texas. Serve them with a rich 
white wine, such as a Grüner 
Veltliner, says Laura Maniec. 
For red-wine lovers, offer up 
a Grenache with soft tannins 
and hints of red fruit. 
Smoked Turkey, Greenberg Smoked 
Turkey, from $32/6 lb.; gobble
gobble.com.

R IC E  ID E A
Want to look like a rock star in the 

kitchen? Wrap your oven mitts around 
this sublimely rich lobster risotto from 
the award-winning Hancock Gourmet 

Lobster Co. Heat the container for 
30 minutes to feed four to six people as 
an entrée and six to eight as a side dish. 

Serve in warmed bowls with fresh 
parsley on top for brightness.
Lobster Risotto Casserole, $61;
hancockgourmetlobster.com.

ELEGANT

E N T R É E S

M A K E  I T  L O O K
H O M E M A D E

This delicious smoked turkey 
arrives whole, so carve it up 
beautifully and arrange on 

a platter with sprigs of fresh 
herbs like rosemary 

and sage.
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From tableware to towels, cookware to comforters, you 
have more choices for your wedding registry here.

the best place to begin is in our store. 
One of our registry consultants would love to show 

you around. Drop in anytime or call your local 
Bed Bath & Beyond store to get our undivided attention.

www.bedbathandbeyond.com

registry?
WHAT COLORS ARE ON YOUR

KitchenAid® Stand Mixers

Fiesta® Dinnerware and Serveware

Wamsutta® Duet Bath Towels

http://www.bedbathandbeyond.com


S M A R T 
C O OK IE S
Stash a bunch of 
cookie-dough balls in 
your freezer and you 
can nonchalantly 
present your gob-
smacked pals with a 
plate of freshly baked 
treats at a moment’s 
notice. Our favorite 
options from the bak-
ers at Sprinkles: choc-
olate chip, double 
chocolate, and peanut 
butter pretzel chip.
Cookie Dough, 
Sprinkles, $12/6 cookies; 
sprinkles.com.

G E T  T HE  S C O O P
Join the cult of sweet-
toothed foodies who 
go bonkers for Jeni 
Britton Bauer’s 
artisanal ice cream 
flavors and order a 
four-pack of the most 
in-demand flavors 
from the Columbus, 
Ohio, chef: salty 
caramel, brown 
butter almond brittle, 
brambleberry crisp, 
and dark chocolate. 
Top Sellers Pint 
Collection, Jeni’s 
Splendid Ice Creams, 
$48/4 pints; jenis.com. 

C H O C O L AT E  C U T IE S
These mini molten chocolate cakes come 

packaged in adorable 4 oz. glass jars, which go 
straight into the oven. (Remove the cherry red 
lids first!) While the pots may look petite, they 
deliver some oversize decadence: Each one is 
made with a Theo 70% chocolate bar, making 

a single jar plenty for two to share. 
Dark Decadence Cake, Hot Cakes, $36/4;

getyourhotcakes.com.

M A K E  I T  L O O K
H O M E M A D E

Sprinkle confectioners’ 
sugar or a bit of coarse sea 

salt on top of these little 
chocolate cakes before 

serving. 
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LIFE etc.

Ask our editors your lifestyle questions at instyle.com/lqa

Q  &A

Ask our editors your lifestyle questions at instyle.com/lqa

Q I’m desperate for a space heater that isn’t 
an eyesore. Any suggestions? 

A How about a hot new piece of art? Or a poster-size photo of your 
family that radiates energy-efficient infrared heat? That’s right—

these vibrant panels from Hot Art are space warmers in disguise. The 
backside of each “canvas” is insulated, so you can actually rest it against a 
wall without fear of sabotaging the paint job. Or prop it on wooden feet 
($25/pair) and transport the lightweight apparatus from room to room. 
Upload your own high-resolution image to display, or choose from a gallery 
of 200-plus designs, from abstract paintings to black-and-white photos. 
Space heater, Hot Art, from $499/24˝ x 24 ;̋ brzbrands.com.

Enter code 
STYLE35 at 

checkout to get 
35% off through 

February. 

we’re
OBSESSED!
You won’t need an expensive 
telescope to go stargazing with 
this stellar quilt dreamed up 
by Emily Fischer, founder of 
the Brooklyn design workshop 
Haptic Lab. Inspired by the 
turquoise celestial-themed 
ceiling of N.Y.C.’s Grand 
Central Terminal, the intricate 
gold-threaded pattern takes a 
team of artists more than 
60 hours to stitch by hand. 
Each blanket comes with a 
letterpressed chart to assist 
in identifying the array of 
constellations. Here’s to 
falling asleep counting stars 
instead of sheep.
Cotton Constellations quilt,
Haptic Lab, $279; hapticlab.com.

Look familiar? 
The Little Dipper 
is just one of the 
many constella-
tions you can 
have fun spotting.

Q Where can I find attrac-
tive disposable plates 

that are also eco-friendly? 
I love the convenience but 
hate the waste.

A Make your next gathering 
the most Pinterest-worthy of 

all with adorable biodegradable 
pieces from Susty Party. Every 
product by the Brooklyn brand—
cups and plates in bright colors and 
patterns as well as sleek cutlery 
and glossy tablecloths—is made 
solely from renewable resources 
like fast-growing trees and reclaimed 
wood, so they’re completely 
compostable and nontoxic to the 
soil. Furthermore, the company’s 
Ohio factory employs workers 
who are blind or visually impaired. 
Now that’s a lot to celebrate!
Assorted disposable tableware, Susty Party, 
from $5/set; sustyparty.com. 
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When we visited her bellissimissimo L.A. pad nearly 17 years ago, the screen 
legend’s gracious spirit wowed us almost as much as her 

living room’s spectacular focal point—an honorary Academy Award

SOPHIA LOREN
F L A S H B A C K
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A P R I L  1 9 9 8
“You always 
know where to 
put an Oscar,” 
Loren told us: 
“In the center 
of everything.” 
The star, who 
also won a 
best actress 
statuette 
for her role 
in 1960’s 
Two Women,
welcomed our 
crew into her 
European-style 
manse for an 
“Oscar at 
Home” feature. 
“Sophia was 
one of the most 
beautiful people 
I’ve ever met,” 
says photogra-
pher Mary 
Ellen Mark of 
the then-63-
year-old, adding, 
“She still had 
the best legs 
in the world!” 
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FOR A SECOND YEAR, MAZDA 
NAMED THE LOWEST COST TO 
OWN BRAND OVER 5 YEARS.

“…FUEL-EFFICIENT, RELIABLE AND STRONG RESALE VALUE….” KELLEY BLUE BOOK

For the second year running, Kelley Blue Book’s KBB.com has named Mazda the most affordable 

5-Year Cost to Own brand among all automotive manufacturers.1 It takes Conviction, Creativity and 

Courage to make things better. That’s how Mazda developed SKYACTIV® TECHNOLOGY to achieve 

exceptional fuel effi ciency, performance and reliability. And it’s why we’re applying KODO design to 

our most innovative lineup yet. It’s no wonder Mazda vehicles are considered such a smart buy.

This is the Mazda Way. 

12013 and 2014 model-year vehicle’s projected cost to own for the initial fi ve-year ownership period is based on the average Kelley Blue Book 5-Year Cost to Own data which considers 
 depreciation and costs such as fuel and insurance. For more information, visit www.kbb.com.
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